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Riverside Soroptimlsts
Seek Applicants
Soroptimist International of
Riverside is seeking applicants
for its annual Training Awards
Program (TAP) award. A grant
of $1,000 will be presented to a
female head of household seek' ing to improve her employment
status through education or technical training. The application
deadline for the TAP award is
January 10, 1993 and the winner
will be determined by January
30, 1993. Application forms are
available through Financial Aid
offices of local colleges and trade
schools or by calling Soroptimist
at 682-5279.
For more information call
(714) 682-5279.

Habitat For Humanity
Hosts "Dining With Jazz"
On Sunday, Nov. 8 from 59pm Habitat for Humanity will
hold it's third annual "Dining
with Jazz." Proceeds will help to
build homes for those in need.
The evening will include dinner,
a program, and the bank, Skipper
and Crew, back by popular
demand. They will dine at the
NCO club at March Air Force

Base.
Tickets are $25.00 per person.
For more information call (714)
787-6754.
Photograph Exhibition
Southern Viewpoints an exhibition of photographic images by
seven African American
Photographers will open on
November 7, 1992 at Art &
Barbee Restaurant in the Gallery.
The opening reception will be
from 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
2070 Hillhurst Ave., LA, CA
90027.
For more information call
(213) 486-4520.

· 6th Annual Family
Reunion Celebration
The Pomona Valley Section of
the National Council of Negro
Women will be sponsoring the
6th Annual Family Reunion
Celebration on Saturday,
November 7, 1992 at Ganesha
Park located at White and
McKinley Avenues in Pomona,
California from 10:00 a.m. to
4:00p.m .
For information call (714)
397-0127.

Grand Opening Open
House On West Side
On November 8, from 10:00
am to 3:00 pm, the Westside San
Bernardino
Community
Information Center will host a
Grand Opening Open House.
Gasperina and Puffle ss, the
Smokeless Dragon from San
Bernardino County Public Health
Tobacco Program will pass out
balloons and stickers. For more
information contact (714) 8808886.
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.A. Governor recei ves , Locally, Congressman George
3 71 electoral votes to Brown was returned for his 15th

become 42nd President
Of The United States.

term in the Congress. Brown is
one of the only people in

Congress the Congressional
Black Caucus can count on to be

Big Winners!

H

ealing was the word of
the day, after the most
hard fought election in years.
The country wanted a change
and Bill Clinton, from a place
called Hope, became President
Elect Clinton,and commended
President Bush for the time he
spent in leadership of our
country. He lead the crowd in
front of the old state building in
giving applause to Bush and his
family.
Also healing wounds immediately was the independent billionaire Ross Perot, who captured a whopping 19% of votes
cast. Perot said we must work to
help the president carry out the
plan which will help put
America first
Clinton said, " .. .It is a victory
fo r the peo ple who feel left
out... ....People who need a hand
up not a hand out." Ointon said
further, "We need to export
American product not American
jobs." There will be a new spirit,
"a re-united states." Ointon said
everyone must take responsibility and look out for others who
are less fortunate. "Together we
can do it!"
Vice President Elect Al Gore,
said, we have finally arrived
when two southerners can win
the White House. He is looking
for the time soon .....when race
and gender will be totally irrelevant to the race." Everyone will
have an equal opportunity to run
for and be elected to public
office.

Development Director
Of UNCF Named

The

United Negro
College Fund (UNCF) recently
named Carliss Richardson
• McGhee, Area Development
· Director of the Los Angeles
Area Office. This office spans
. the Southern · portions of
.· California and Nevada, as well
· as Hawaii. ·According to

Governor Signs Civil Right Legislation

G

overnor Pete Wilson
today signed a package of civil
ri!!hts bill!: th:it w ill nroviti,additional protections to the
mentally and physically disabled, pregnant women, victims
of sexual harassment and
employment discrimination, and
individuals with the HIV virus.
New Powers for Civil Rights
Agencies
Current law allows victims of
discrimination or sexual harassment to recover only their outof-pocket losses from an

on the right side of issues ..
Brown's re-district was drawn to
include the more conservative
voter from Orange County. He
was not known as readily by the
voters which made the race
close. The anti-incumbent senti-.
mcnt is what his opponent Dick·
Rutan was counting on. Rutan
. was helped by Councilman
Ralph Hernandez, who needed
the conservatives to offset State
Assemblyman Je rry Eaves.
Eaves won in a close race with
Hernandez , for the County
Board of Supervisor 's seat. in
San Bernardino. He immediately called for a healing. "I think
we h ave to pull together to
develop the Westside. I want to
work with everyone."
Joe Baca, favored to win the
As sembly seat vacated by
E aves, won with 58.7% of the
vote. He made history, becom-·
ing the first Hispanic to win an
Assembly seat in the County.
Barbara Riordan, a favored by
the Black community, fo r her
stands for fairness as it relates to
racism, won her seat for a third
term, on the S.B. County Board
of Supeivisors. Continued. on B-8

employer.
Wilson signed AB 311,
authored by-Assemblywoman
Gwen Moore (D-Los Angeles)

person who believes he or she
has been the victim of discrimination may file a complaint with
the Department of Fair

~nti r.arriP.ti hv SP.nato r Maria

Rm nl ovmP.nt

Bergeson (R-Newport Beach) in
Senate, to allow t he Fair
Employment and Housing
Commission (FEHC) to levy
fines or assess compensatory
damages for pain and suffering
up to a-combined total of
$50,000.
The FEHC is an administrative body. Instead of hiring an
attorney and going to court, a

(DFEH). The department then
investigates the complaint, and
will seek a formal hearing before
the FEHC, if warranted.
By law, the FEHC must rule
on a complaint within one year.
A comparable court proceed, in
contrast, requires hiring an attorney and dealing with numerous
hearings, motions and opportunities for delay. Typically, a lawsuit will take three years to complete.
AB 311 also gives:the FEHC
the power to award victims of
hate crimes up to $150,000-in
CONTINUED ON B - 8

NAACP Holds Dinner
Announces More Awardees
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Negro College Fund. One of my Carllss Richardson-McGee
immediate goals is to continue are the key to all that UNCF
our momentum and invigorate does in helping our youth gain a
the spirit of our valued support- higher education."
ers and volunteers because thev C ONT IN U ED O N B - 8

Long Time Resident Of San
Bernardino, Sidney Herndon Dies
Sidney L. Herndon, 75 , of
San Bernardino died Thursday,
October 29, at Loma Linda
Community Hospital.
A naitive of Pleasant Valley,
OK, Herndon lived in San
Berna:rdino for 37 years. He
was a tire specialist with Tri
City Auto. He was a volunteer
worker for the city of San
Bernardino and received many
awards and honors for his contributions to the community.

He was a founder member of
the Delm an Height s Home
Owners Association, a participant in Pop Warner Football
and a member of various PI'As,
booster
clubs
and
Mediterranean Mobile Home
Owners Assoc iati on. He
worked in the mission field,
providing food and clothing to
the needy.
Survivors include his wife ,
Essie; eight sons, Sidney of
CONTINUED ON B-8

Inland Empire Resident Successfully
Lobbies For Veterans Bill

R

ep. George E. Brown, Jr.
(!)-Colton) announced today that
President Bush has signed Into
law Brown's legislation to declare
the week of November 8- 14 as
national Hire a Veteran Week."
Inland Empire veterans employment advocate Bill Baker flow to
Washington In September to Join
Clarence Goodwin
Brown In successfully convincing
Andreas High School, and a majority of House and Senate
Clarence
Goodwin, members to pass the veterans bill.
During "Hire a Veteran Week,
wo San Bernardino City Administrative Coordinator of
Unified School District adminis- Youth Services, will be the veterans groups and federal agentrators will be honored by the guests of honor at the NAACP's cies will publicize existing govlocal chapter of the National annual banquet November, 14, ernment programs that provide
incentives to employers who hire
Association
for
the 1992.
Hill and Goodwin were cho- veterans. Publicity will also focus
Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) and given pioneer sen for their outstanding contri- on informing employers about the
awards in education for 1992. butions, achievements, and lead- civilian-related job skills and
experience that veterans acquire in
Margaret Hill, principal at San ership in education.

T

(I tor) Congressman George Brown and BIii Baker.
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Poverty In The Black Community

Letter To The Editor
• Dear Editor: (Letter Directed Towards The Lottery
: Director) --Black Voice News
. ~ Thanks for assigning Deputy Chief Ricky Blim to advise the
·:California Sheriffs last week about the plans of the California State
Lottery regarding the planned new "numbers game", to be
implemented this month. ·
I think it is a bad idea. The concept as I understand it is to install
video screens at sales locations such as convenience stores, beer bars
and cocktail lounges. The patron selects up to 10 numbers out of a
possible 80 and then every five minutes the numbers are shown on
"the screen. The patron can alternatively check on winnings at a later
time or date.
The plan sounds very similar to the Las Vegas Keno scenario.
provides state sanction for attendance at alcohol outlets and 1s
another step toward full casino gambling in California. It seems
oriented to getting lots of people to gather at bars and small stores.
Less than 2 % of revenue for schools in Riverside County is
provided by the State Lottery. I'd rather pay higher taxes.
The message sent to our youth is not worth it. Although I
recognize that the lottery will probably continue, I strongly believe
the numbers game proposal should be abandoned. It can't help but
add to problems in society.
Sincerely,
Cois Byrd, Sheriff

•
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DR MANNY MARABLE
·
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hen I was a boy
growing up in Dayton,
Ohio's
African-American
community on the city's west
side, I was always aware of what
"Blackness" meant. We didn't
experience the ugly oppression
of Jim Crow segregation, yet we
still confronted a less severe
, form of discrimination every
day. Blacks were permitted to
vote, but were silently denied
positions in the city's
government and civic hierarchy.
My father went to literally every
bank in the city to borrow the
funds to establish a small
business-and was denied credit
at every institution. Whiteowned boarding houses on
Gettysburg Avenue, which was
the outer boundary of the Black
west side, had signs posters in ,
their doors and windows: "No
Colored."
Black folk were aware of
"class distinctions" which cut
across our community, but the
income distance between the
Black middle class and the poor

was less than two paychecks.
Middle class social; status as not
just tied to one's income; it was
also a reflection of educational
attainment, the character of one's
children, and a person's service
to his or her church and
neighborhood associations.
Social clubs had a role in group
upliftment, working to tutor
Black teenagers on weekends.
We also knew without being told
that despite the value of our
homes; automobiles or other
personal property,' that any one
of us could be harassed or called
"nigger." Our core strength
within the Black community was
our unity.
The same sense of unity in
other
African-American
communities was also a
reflection of the lack of income
polarization among most Blacks.
According to the Census Bureau,
families back in 1967, about 85
percent of all Blacks earned
between $5000 to $50,000
annually, measured in inflationadjusted 1990 dollars. Pony one
percent earned between $10,000
to $25,000.
In short,
the number of the extremely

poor and destitute/was relatively
small. About 75 percent of all
Black families were headed by
married couples, and the vast
majority of Black children grew
up in two parent households.
The Census Bureau's statistics
on the Black family as of 1990
were strikingly different. The
size of the Black working class
and moderate-income people in
the middle class has declined
significantly, and the two poles
of affluence and extreme poverty
have grown sharply.
Conversely, the Black upper
middle class, especially
households in which both
parents were employed, became
far more affluent. The median
incomes of African-American
families in which both the wife
and husband were employed
rose from about $28,700 in 1967
to over $40,000 in 1990, an
increase of 40 percent. More
than 15 percent of all Black
families earn above $50,000
annually, and thousands of Black
households earn over $100,000
each year. Many of these Black
familiesmovedoutofthecentral
cities into the mostly-white

suburbs, and the ties which
linked them to the ghetto's
problems broke down.
Black empowerment in the
twenty-first century will require
African Americans to revive
those linkages across class and
income boundaries if we have
any hope in destroying the
barriers of institutional racism
which affect all of us. This
means a special obligation
among the new generation of
Black professionals, who never
experienced
Jim
Crow
segregation or the nonviolent
struggle in the streets to achieve
civil rights. Our c1v1c
associations, fraternities and
sororities, our nei~hborhood
groups and alumni of historically
Black institutions, all have a job
to do. We must take aggressive .
steps to halt the violence
betwe.en young Black peop~e,
replacmg apathy and ha\fed with
a commitment to excellence,
hope and advancement. If we
remember the positive lessons of
our own history, we will
rediscover the tools necessary
forarenaissanceofBlackness.

Family Of 65, From Hurricane Victims To Where
BY LOUISE JAMES

T

Placed in a position of power,
with a badge on you chest.
Forced to jump twice as high,
rd allowm~ tQ ,~ •.

If

}.

Graffiti spawned by oppression,
words of tiatred fill the air.
There's Just been another

Fro~~~g·system unfair.

Fragmented ambitions,
,
ybur pride wearing a scar.
ere's a problem with your
color,
.,
even though you wear a star.

r

••,
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Fifteen years of dedicated
servjce,
stress is taking its' toll.
Youjustgotoutranked,
by a White Boy twenty four
years
old.
A monster called PRacism"
an economic kiss of death.
. "· ,,
.
No. time to s~ajcJ>f l°'ve, .
;. Selec~~~.~ad.~ by ~wntten
trymg to survive 1Il oppresSton's , , rules, ., 1 ·. , :- ,.
•
breath. .
'{%\ ,. . .
:i . your.pride at its' lowest level.
t Mouth lined with well tested
Reoccurring urges to quit.
dies, ·. ii
,
your pride is at stake.
,. and.controlled
by the Devil
~~:
-:J_•:_ ff. :-/f~;' .;: ,.
Pillow soaked with tears
,
- "·
endless nights of staying awalce. 1f:!ustific1l!iqn no where in sight,
.....·. ''. 'D?* ,. closed are the eyes of fairness.
Ufe is testing your ~ani~y,f
·· i/{DrowningJn a sea of economic
a mind numbed byiacial jolces; :[ suppression,
· Words letharto. one's 'self-esteem, ./'ft clinging to your cultural
~

~
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hey are the Luckett
Family, they are close
knit, they lived prior to August
24, in Florida City, Fla. Today
they are homeless, victims of
the hurricane that tossed houses
around like splinters of wood,
uprooting, displacing families
by the thousand.
Why is this family being
singled out? Because they are
unique! There are 65 of them, 4
generations, and until the
hurricane lived in the same area.
each family in their own home.
Their uniqueness apparently, is
what led Nightline 's T~d Koppel
to bring them to us.
We were taken via TV, past
piles of rubble where houses
once stood, past what was left of
houses previously occupied by
the family. The journey ended at
Coral Park High School, in
Coral Gables, where the entire
Luckett family was living
temporarily. Cots lined a
hallway of lockers, which was
sleeping quarters for this family
of many. The Red Cross fed
them 3 meals a day.
This all changed though
September 6, as Coral Park
High readied for the school year.
The interview, taped earlier, saw
Edith Luckett, matriarch of the
family, anticipating that day.
Speaking
in
monotone
seemingly oblivious to the
cameras.
One could not watch this
pitifully forlorn, head-boweddown-with-the-weight-of-herfamily's-plight Black woman,
and not be moved. It seemed
you could just reach out and
touch her feelings .
After seeing this I made
several attempts, finally
reaching Edith
Luckett. She is diabetic and
has high blood pressure. I could
hear the despair, the weariness
in her voice, as she tried to
come to terms with the
magnitude of what had
happened.
Aware of the seriousness of
diabetes, I asked how she was
coping.
She'd been taken off of ·
insulin she said, because her
sugar had gone so low, and
insulin carried it even lower.
However if she had to go back
to twice a day, what she had
wouldn't last for very long.
Help has poured in from all
over the country to help those
left homeless, and that is how it
should be. But none of that help
to any great degree has filtered
down to this Black family. Nor
have they received money from
the government, though
attempts have been made. In I
Edith Luckett's own words:We
are completely dependent on

others, cause all the people we
know is in the same fix.
Had the Ted Koppel
inteiview brought financial aid,
I asked at one point? The reply
was, that she (Edith), had
received numerous phone calls,
and 5 checks of between 40 &
50 dollars. This had gone to get
more clothes washings, and buy
supplementary food. The family
has now been moved to a shelter
in Miami, and when last
I spoke to Edith, there'd been
no significant change.
Night line is a Nationally
televised show. As a Black

community we can ill afford to
have its moderator Ted Koppel,
bring this Black family to our
attention, and not respond.
Koppel is no less aware than the
rest of us, how many families
were left homeless by the
hurricane, but he brought us the
exception rather than the "rule".
He is also aware that had he
found out about, and devoted an
entire Nightline to a white
family of 65, put their plight
before the nation, that they
would in record time, have
enough money to take their
children out of cramped shelters,

and get them into adequate
housing. And we're aware of
this too! What we really don't
want though, is to have Ted
Koppel do a follow up on the
Luckett family, and find that we
didn't answer the call. And so
appeal is made to you the reader
to help put this Black family
Anyone wishing to help, should
make checks payable to:
The Luckett Family Fund
People's National Bank
3275 N.W. 79th Street
Miami, Fla. 33147
(Please do not send clothing,
as they have no room for them).

Times may be tough, but with Universal Lifeline
lelephone Service,
you've got a reason to smile.
.
Pacific B~ll provides telephone service every family can afford.
It takes a lot to make it in the
world today. And although you're
working hard, opportunities seem to
be getting harder to come by.
At Pacific Bell, we believe the
size of your income shouldn't limit
your opportunities. Thats why we're
bringing you Universal Lifeline
Telephone Service.
We understand the necessity of
affordable telephone service. So
no matter how small your income is,

you can stretch it a little further with
Universal Lifeline Telephone Service.
lf you're eligible, you can make
up to 60 local calls for as little as
$2.23 a month with our Measured
Rate service. Or, with our Flat Rate
service, you can make unlimited local
calls for only $4.18 a month.
Providing you with the best
possible service is what we're all
about. Because at Pacific Bell,

"Good enough" isn't~

To qualify on existing service call 1-800-859-4449.
To qualify for new service call 1-800-246-4240.

TELESIS. SERVICES I I I
0 1992 Pacilic Teles•
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PACIFICl:I BELL®
A Pacific Telesis Company
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Sickle Cell Holds 21stI Luncheon
·.•. .

BRI

''"l!R

A

fter a welcome form
Jewell Thompson, and
invocation from Pastor Roben
Jackson, lunch was served and
the 21st annual Sickle Cell
Birthday celebration and open
house was on the way.
Sickle cell program services
are provided throughout the

Free Corporate Wellness
Program Offered
Celebrating November as
National Diabetes Awareness
month, the American Diabetes
Association Inland Empire
Chapter ·is offering a free
Corporate Wellness Program to
companies in the Inland Empire
of 100 or more employees.
"Working on Winning" is aimed
at finding the thousands of
working people with diabetes
that do not know they have it
and offer employers an entire
program geared toward diabetes
and healthy lifestyles.
For more information call
714-788-4840.

.~

incorporated in 1978.
'The change of the gavel was
passed from Horace Stevens,
M.D. to Pastor Robert Jackson,
the new president of SCO.
The speaker was Amanda
Jackson and there was a
presentation of the poster child,
Nicole Aubret.
"The dream of the became
the inspiration and our mission
lives on," said Executive
Director, Leora Nash.

Noella Buchanan, . board member and wife of Rev,
Morris Buchanan, with a friend.

----

DECORATING

Denise Ellison-McCarthy
COLOR CONFIDENCE
Have you ever wondered how
to use color to its best advantage
in your decorating scheme? Here

·1,: .

SCO supporter, Dr. Barnett
Grier.

Visit A Church
That Advertises
In The
Directory

DEN

southern region of California.
The purpose is to enhance the
quality of life of those with
sickle cell conditions by
eliminating fears, myths and
misconceptions regarding sickle
cell disease and trait. The Inland
Counties was founded in 1971
by the North Rubidoux
Women's Club and formally

are a few tips.
0 Decide on your dominant
cotor. Kepeat the dominant color
elsewhere at least once.
0 Limit yourself to two or
three colors., achieving variety
with different shades, tints and
intensities.- You can extend your
color scheme with neutrals.
Use colors unequally for better
color proportion and balance.
0 First, choose colors for larger areas - walls, ceilings, and
floorcoverings; then select colors
for upholstery and drapery fabrics.
0 Color-connect adjoining
rooms.
0 Stay with light colors for a
feeling of spaciqusness. Pastel
colors reflect light rays instead of
absorbing them.
0 Bright, strong colors have
the opposite effect They create a

wann, cozy feeling, especially in
large rooms.
0 Emphasize desirable archi- ··'
tectural details with strong color.

Subscribe

;.·::'•
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Sickle Cell dignitaries, Poster Child, Nicole Aubr~t,
Amanda Jackson, speaker, Leora Nash, Executl;ve
Director, Horace Stevens, M.D., and Pastor Robert: J.
Jackson.

0 Camouflage architectural
defects with neutral paint colors
that blend in with neutral walls,
ceiling, and floors.
0 Notice how colors are
affected by their neighbors, and
be guided by what you see.
0 Take wood tones into consideration; they are part of you
color scheme.
O Base your choice and use o
warm and cool colors on the
atmosphere you wish to c:eate.

These are just a few tips to
help you get started on your plan.
An experienced decorator can
help you in your selections and
prevent costly mistakes.

Leora Nash (r) Is Joined by Councllm~n Clarke (I).
I

Home & Body
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West Coast Black Publishers Association :
I

I

EDUCATION FUND INC.
:'
1219 - 20TH STREET, BAKERSFIELD, CA 93301 :
I

I

'I
I

I

The West Coast Black Pul~Ushers Scholarship Fund continues its scholarship/iptemship program for the l 992 Fall Semester. The program is funded by Philip
Morris U.S.A. and is availa0le to minority students interested in pursuing careers:in
print journalism.
:
I

Business

*

i

Communicdions

*

Journalism

*

Productiqn

•••
•

Eligibility Requirements
•

'
A~ Student must reside in a WCBPA location; however, he or she can attend any aca~dited instituti~n for higher education in the U.S.
•
'
B. Student must major or mir,or in the subject areas,-and demonstrate strong interest ih
journalism.
,
:
C. A commitment to a,three- ~1ear scholarship and internship program will be required:
D. Student must maintain a ?..5 G.P.A.
•
•
E. Student must demonstrate a financial need.
F. Student whose applicatfo,:, is accepted will be identified as West Coast Black Publi..
shers/Philip Morris U.S.A. Scholar.

ISelection Process I
no;;particolar re.asom
0

. ats,;'.;four,;t11nesias many females,as,\,the?w,mter,ana choose/a s ·· '.

l~~~fr i:t~~~J::s~he,·;h~~i,/'!i(~?!f!t~~iin[~f:~~~~e~ol!;~~;;il l jf:~~Z~!ll'~~•· J~:;~;::r,a·m•~..·..:·.·i
1

dark days; of :winter c'an cause , tapers,,o ff 'the elderly. It seems indoors, try to do so near
~pJe t51 ~~peri~9~;a 9:epres,§_~t ''~ run,!JJ;,f@':p,Hi~s.
. ·•,.;_ ~J!~9LY.'~~j nq~r] ~ LA111l;~;::i

You can write our regular comlunists, DR. LEVISTER (Our Bodies), EUNICE
WILLIAMSON (Home & Body) and are newest addition to our family DENISE
ELLISON-MCCARTHY (Decorating Den) at
Black Voice P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, CA 92502

A. Selection committee will review student's submission of an essay on the impact of
Blackmediain the U.S.
•
,,
B. Three letters of recommendations from a college professor, community leader and
employer must be submitted.
,
C. Funds will be transferred directly to the college/university.
·
D. Appljcations available at local college/university or West Coast Black Publishers '
Association Newspapers
·

For further information, call (805) 324-9466.
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Dressing Fc;,r
Battle.
•
••••••
,
i ·· · · · · .

Fashions Insights

Dressing For Battle
;.
oday you don't have to
Ninth Annual Scholarship
read The Art of War by
And Awads Banquet
Sun Tzu or study the great 17th
Please join the National century Samurai Warrior,
Black MBA Association, Inc., Musashi, to know that being an
San Francisco Bay Area Chapter effective leader or building a
in its Ninth Annual Scholarship successful business demands
and Awards Banquet on the attitudes and skills of a bold
Saturday, November 14, 1992 at military commander. We must
the Park Fifty Five Hotel, 55 be physically and mentally,
Cyril Magnin, San Francisco, prepared to do battle every day! •·
CA. No host cocktails will be
Success in life is a journey,
served at 6:00 pm, dinner at 7:00 not a final destination; so
I;.
pm and entertainment and wearing quality, well-bred,
It
program at 8:00 pm. Dress is tailored clothing will make the Clarence Young
evening attire.
trip more enjoyable. It's One of this falls favorites is the
This year's guest speaker will important for us to look good textured solid look. These
be Andrew Young, Chairman of and feel comfortable as we do include Herringbones, mini
Law International, Former battle every day.
checks, birdse yes, nailheads,
Mayor of Atlanta, GA, and
Battle Uniforms: Suits
subtle window panes, and
fonner Ambassador to the UN.
Yesterday's forward styles inverted box plaids. Many have
For more infonnation please have become today's staples. discreet surface interest patterns
call (510) 530-4461.
The fuller coat models with with astraya a nd Venetian
broad
shoulders
and weaves. These go well with
Evening Of Fashions
comfortable pleated pants have today 's bolde r shirts and ties.
A seminar on "Going Into their way into even the most On the othe r hand, E nglish
Business" will be co-sponsored
conservative man's wardrobe.
chalk stripes are nostalgic with
by SCORE and The Small
This fall, the double breasted traces of the past but appear upBusiness Development Center
suit continues to be an to-date and modem in today's
on Saturday, November 14, important part of a man's wardrobe.
1992, from 9:00 am -1:00 pm, at
wardrobe. Suit fabrics and
The elegant "dress up" look
Mt. SAC.
colorations are going into two continues to be selected in
For mbre information call
directions.
In
Southern Blacks, rich cha rcoal s and
714-629-2247.
California the inclination is navies. These sophi sticated
Ms. Smith's X-Cessories toward lighter weight high twist suits are the heart o f "power
N-Thlngs
cloths or yams that have been dressing" and project authority,
siro spun which also makes position and influence. The
"Thanks
these fabrics resist wrinkling. other mood is a more relaxed,
goes out to
o
u
r
customers
a n d
9:00 p.m., Saturday 10:00 a.m. supporting
7:00 p.m, Sunday 11:00 a.m. friends ."
isconsin toy Company, 6:00 p .m., until all o f the
say
Ms .
Inc. of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, merchandise presently in the
Smith of
has
purchased the assets of store
and
supplemental
Smith's XKarls
Toy
Company
store
in
merc
handise
supplied by
Cessories \t
Riverside,
California,
and
will
Wisconsin
by
Wisconsin
Toy
N-Things . ,
conduct
a
going
out
of
business
Company
wi~
be
sold
at
prices
X-Cessories
sale beginning October 22. The initially marked at 20% off of
N-Things is celebrating their remaining Karls stores will current tags.
fifth anniversary in business.
continueoperating.
"It is unfo rtunate th at
"This is an accomplishment
The store, located at 1269 economic
circum stances
we're very proud of it with Galeria A_t Tyler, will remain necessitated the closing -of the
justifiable
pride
and open for It~ regular hours of Karls store in Riverside," the
thankfulness." said owner Smith. Monday-Fnday 10:00 a.m . - spokesperson said. "This should
To kick off this celebration,
there will be a store wide sale at
30% off selected items.
To Heighten this celebration,
programs for consum ers ,
raig Turner has been including home improvement
they are presenting an eloquent
evening of dinner, fashion and named branch manager of the financing, loans for education,
entertainment on November 21, Associates Financial Services automobiles and other financing
1992 6:00 pm at Flamingo Hills, Company, Inc. office at 3842 needs. The company also works
Tyler Street in Riverside. The with retaile rs to fi n ance
1600 Fairplex Dr., Pomona "Top phone
number is 687-6441.
purchases
of
h ome
of Hill".
. The company is the consumer entertainm e nt merchand ise,
Tickets Are $ 30.00 for finance subsidiary of Associates
furniture and major appliances.
infonnation call 714-685-0812.
Corporation of North America,
Mr. Tu rner j oined The
one of the nation's leading Associates in F e bru ary as a
financial services companies.
manager in training in the Corona
The Riverside office provides branch. A native of Fontana, he
a wide range of lending resides now in Corona.

T

almost country feel in rich
olives, charcoal olives, olive
tans , taupes, teal blues and
petrols which reflect an open
relaxed outdoor atmosphere.
These are great building an nonthreatening suits for staff
meetings or other relationship
strengthening occasions.
The Way Men Shop
In The 90s
The businessman of the
1990s can't be bothered
shopping at department stores.
He doesn't have the time to find
the right suit; it must find him.
He needs the clothing
equivalent of a fax machine.
Image consulting - colors,
patterns, styles has become
important to the business person
today. Personal appearance and
dressing appropriately for every
occasion is now managed by a
clo thing professional who
comes to the client's office or
home. Convenience seems to
be the major reason men buy
th is way. There is also the
prestige factor... it enables the
customer to say, " I've got to
han g up now. My t ailor is
here".
S ome retailers are now
attempting to offer this serve to
their clients. Yet there are very
few who have the experience or
e xperti se that is offer by
companies such as The Tom
James Company USA. Along

\

w.ith twenty-six years of
experience "TJC" offers the
services of a well-trained
clothing professional who is
supported by an enormous
inventory. This includes 500
suit fabrics, 500 different sport
coats, 250 styles and colors of
shirts, hundreds of hand-made
silk ties, as well as a complete

line of accessories that today's
busy executive requires for a
complete wardrobe. You can
contact wardrobe consultant
Clarence Young of' the Tom
James Company for your
individual fashion concerns by
calling (714) 594-9339.

Karls Toy Store In Riverside To Close

W

.

Craig Turner Named Branch Manager
Of The Associates Financial Services

be a 'bona nza for shoppers who
are buying gifts for the holiday
season. It is our intention to
liquidate all of the inventory and
additional reductions will be
taken. It is important for
shoppers to understand that all
goods will be on a first come,
first served basis and when the
initial supplemented inventory
is sold, there will be no further
repl acements.

I
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I
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ATTENTION ALL TAX PAYERS

•oc
en
<-a
m-u

Need a new roof?
. New plumbing?
A patio?
If you've been
1
'
. r- .
considering making
some home improvements, consider the FHA Title I
Home Improvement Loan offeredby Redlands Federal. ·
You can borrow any amount up to $15,000 without
an appraisal, regardless of the amount of equity in
your home:
If the improvements
protect or improve the
livability of your home,
we want to help. Use it
to remodel a kitchen or
bathroom, paint or add _
new lighting. Repay the i
loan in six months or 15 years or any time in between.
Tulk to us about the FHA Title I Loan. And relax.
No one is more qualified to help you qualify than
Redlands Federal Bank.
.

:DO
-I :D
en -I

mo

:De
~:D

11'

•Lotms Dlltl' $15,000do r,qui,. an appraisal and 100% ofthe equity may bt bomn,~d. (Marimum loan a,nount
is $17,500 for singlefamily improve,,u,,ts and $43, 75() for multi family improvements./

• Redlands Federal Bank
A century ofsafety, security and strength.

Redlands Main 300 E. State Street, '193-2391 • Banning 3170 ~t Ramsey, 849-5676
Beaumont 7T1 Beaumont Ave., 845-3151 • Big Bear 41969 Big Bear Blvd., 866-5821
Calimesa 1139 Ca/i111lSQ Blvd., 795.s953 • Colton 615 N. La Cadena Dr., 825-2821 • Corona
1189 Magm>lia Ave., 371-28'17 • Fontana 8501 Sierra Ave., 822-2256 • South Fontana
9885 Sima Ave., 8294581 • Highland 3693 E. Highland Ave., 864-2743 • Loma Linda
.•···::::····. 25487 Barton Road, '1954226 • Norco 2900 Hamner Ave., 735-84()()
{.:.~ .,,.. ,\ Redlands Mall 158 Redlands Mall, 7934202• Riverside 1651 University :
i Ave., 787-0410• San Bemardino2200 E. Highland Ave., 862-4161
··.............. Yucaipa34580 Yucaipa Blvd., 797-0181 RtdlandsFtdera/Bank. afedera/,aving,ba•k. tTN=

@

:. c::,,.;;,

FDIC insuml.

\
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Otis Jones
Attorney At

ffl.-. 8/bM f'MIJ.
Attorney at Law

Attorney At Law
4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501

(714) 683-1777

696 North "D" Street Suite 1
San Bernardino, CA 92401

1-714-653-1133

Call Me At
(714) 8885579. _.
______________

Richard

Garde·n hire

I

k•

I
I

Open
Dally
Sat·
~~1

r- - - - -

Wedding & Portrait Photography
Reflections of Elegance and Grace

-COUPON- - - ~ - ,

1 Panda's l'rozen Yogurt
I

Doors • Windows • Floor TIie • Hauling

~I

specializing In

Two story and single story painting Int/ext.
Remodeling kitchen and bathrooms.
Do t all repair or replace

I

10-11
Sun:
10-1°

... ____________ _
I
ALBERTSON"s SHOPPING CENTER
I COLT~N (across Fiesta VIiiage) • 423-0204

IT ALL!

PROFESSIONAL TOUCH

- ~I

1230 E. WASHINGTON #6

(714)820-5847
EXPERIENCE

Charles L. Stewart
--Agency-State Farm Insurance
. Specializing In
; •Church
•Business
•Condominiums
.•Life
•Apartments
' --lnsurance--

Albert Johnson Jr.

Law

4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 683-1777
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1 GISE - For Lactose Intolerants

FASHION, GLAMOUR, BEAU1Y

15 yrs. exp.

(714)874-3831
P.O. Box 2182
Rialto, CA 92376

ROMANCE!!!

CARPET: REPAIR -

TREAT YOURSELF TO
PROFESSIONAL MAKEUP

RESTRETCH - INSTALLATION.

ARTISTRY, STYLING, AND A
DIFFERENT NEW LOOK AT•..

THE IMAGE MAKER

jJ_ 'TO'l.1C91

PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO
24715-D
MORENO VALLEY

SPECIALIZING IN MEN AND WOMEN OF COLOR

CALL US TODAY AT

(714)924-3534.
FOR CURRENT SPECIALS!

WE ALSO DO PROFESSIONAL ACTING AND
COMMERCIAL HEADSHOTS AND PORTFOLIOS.

,

1

M · F 9 :00 to 6:00
Sat. 9 · 3:00

Just Opened

' •J

-=

f<i11erside. CA 92507

I._ I tJ'B eu,e.

6510 Magnolia /we •.,

9H ~ ~ ~ R i v e r s i d e . C A
Zli.

.

~ S"'41t, ~

u. 41.te:

Umar Abdul-Hakim

• .,,t 'Pcae.t £ ~ ~ StAH

Mon-Sat 10 am-8 pm • Sun 12 pm-6 pm

$

-~~

• -;iiMta

E«et1tM

•'J~tJBeue

ea«, 7 ~ ~ 4#- 4/1/l~ellt td:
"'-••'4"'

~ ~ ~ CS 8-

~~~~~~

0

Basic Wedding
Incl. Lie.· $91

Home of Riverside Dance Theatre

Ballet Jazz Tap Tumbling

Call for many other services
and Wedding programs.

VICTORY CHAPEL
884-6105

5tuffed

McKenzie

Savings

3856 La Sierra
Avenue
Riverside,
California
92505
(714) 789-1175

10101\'l '

S%!ATIO!I;

Only

$10

JBL ENTERTAINMENT

(714)369-5275
GOLD C SAVING SPREE

ITPAYST~,~~OKWELL-,;

We would like to list
and sell your ·home!
Samuel & Shirley
McClure Agents

J,,t· s S1" J,-91,t B.,be, Skap

8'8'7-6457

7'4 ~ -I , - . s ~ ~ "
-w
-.e, ~--r.e ""- ,te 1 "" I ff e-,.. ,,,.
•"'4tallMM-/fJJ.1¥1et,-,,t~.

~:~~:i ~:~in~1!~R:c:~~ro~1_-;~;g

BRE DANCE STUDIO

Enjoy savings oo family
and casual dining, movies,
recreation, merchandise and
services. Full of savings for all ages.
For more infonnation, call:

Hours

~

I

~

(714)781-9575
Tanya Humpbery

92506

I

*)

-J

Indtgo

t , ~ ·1114

e~fudct"' ~ e""'"

Lie.#
389763

L------------------'

OUR PROFESSIONAL STAFF
CURRE NTLY HAS STUDENTS
APPEARING IN MOVIES •
ON STAR SEARCH AND
OTHER STATE AND
NATIONAL COMPETITION

Oils, Incense, Dolls, African
Clothes, Books, Art, and
More ...

GOLF BAG · LUGGAGE REPAIR
AND SHOESHINE PARLOR
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. No.79

~

$45.00

Do you need a loan for a: Home purchase,
Equity Loan, Debt Consolidation, Remodeling
or Commercial Property?
Credit Problems? We can help you! can us at
(714) 273-7510. Wllllam Powell, President
Orange Coast Mortgage Consultants
250 East Rincon Suite 201
Corona, CA 91719

____A_f_r-ic_a_n___A_m_e_r.,...ic_a_n___....
G I'ft & BOOkSt Ore

LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS

SAM LEE

Min.

MORTGAGE CONSULTANTS, INC.

8151 Arlington Ste Y
Also Carpet Steam Oeaning
Riverside, CA 92503 - (714) 353-1909 or 1948
Call Richard (714) 873-0771
Hairweaves & Braids
50% off (T-W-TH)
Curls
45.00
Hair Color
15.00
Relaxer, Cellophane, Cut
45.00
DON'T HAVE HOME CHURCH?
Pedicure/Manicure
12.00/6.00
WHY GO TO LAS VEGAS? ·
Blow Dry & Curl
15.00
Remodeled historical decorated Chapel & recptlon
Press & Curl
20.00
Halls. lricludes: Minister, Organist.&.water fountains.
Walk-Ins Welcome/ exo. 10-30-92
.,.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ License also available heN:' .holds 2-300 guests.

SUNNYMEAD BLVD.,

p14) 884·0484

01' CL!ltSS

~ \

· 1535 UNIVERSITY AVE

RIVERSIDE, CA 92507

(714)684-2467
·-

.

.-------------J-~!~f_fi_!-.:_fil,(!Q!~~J.,!'_f!Q,!'__

--:

.l ----------~~=~'
:
8_;::~~-----------,
l Jahn ' s Hot Styles
«J\
. au.,,y BEE ! 257 - 85 E. Baseline St.

,

,I

l ~
: ~""\

'CUSTOM DESIGNS: San Bernardino, CA 92410

!

~

714/682-5442
You Name ff, We Can Do it!

• Additions • Remodeling • Build
New Commercial/Residential

(714) 862-3240

"we are the best stylest in
town, offering the latest in
wrap , neuvo, lesure c url,
spiral, wave, body curl and
relaxers "
Sp e c i a l s
Relaxer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . $26 . 00

Curl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26.00
Wave Nevou . .. . . . . . . . . • . . .. 35.00

20% OFF ON DRAWINGS

Wrap . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 10. 00

Included with construction contract

Set . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. .. 15.00
Shampoo/Blow Dry . . . . . . . . . . 15.00

SO LET'S GET BUSY!

'rexturizer/Fade Deaigna . . . 12. 95
Braid• by appointment

Special Occas sions make overs
DON'T GET STUNG BY UNLICENSED BUILDERS lie. #598303
a ny ocassions
.
:
Na ils $16 a set
-----------------------------------------' L-------- Op~rator s _needed ________J1

Tri - Star

Tri - Star
Family Dental Centre
• General Dentistry
• Dental
Lab On Premises
.
• Same Day Repair

I

•I

• Most Insurance Accepted
• Chlldren
•Seniors

"

,,
•I

..

•I

",,
,,

Wednesday
10
A.M.•7 P.M.
~~~

•I

Dr•. Robert Williams

Dr.• Lloyd B. Wallcer

23080 D-220 Alessandro Bini • .\1orL·n11 , ·alley. C:\

9A.M.-6P.M.

Satu rday.
by appt.

Call For Your Appointment

•I

"Sming the Comm1111it_r ll'ith Quality Care and £\pert Smice.•

9 A.M-6 P.M.

106 North Eucalyptus
{Corner of Rialto Ave)
Rialto
{714) 875-1299

,,"

.,·•
.,.,

HOURS
on. ues.
Thurs.

In

... ,
1

-

-

-

Blouses

ILaundry Shirts .
Pants
1suits

-

-

-

-

,

$2.50
$1.00
$2.00
$4.75
$4.75 (Silk X-tra)

~

I~l><I

I

L _________.J
Dresses

Ne•ttoGan,cRose
and Don Jose

~

\',!

"1 P f ~ AT f

.

I - - - -SPECIAL
---------• I

:DRAPERY: I PER .PI. EAT LINED I

Alessandro
l l) R (J ,', ,J

PLANT
O N P RE MI SES

O'\I I>\\< I L\'.'11'.'I<, Sl•. H\'I< 1-.
O'\I . I>\) .\I.Tl ·. H .\TI0'.'1 S l : H.\'ICI·.

\ ,)

e

(714) 656-413 l_

: 7 9 ¢ RTe"!;N~OE~~:A

:

I
I

,I

Must present coupon w11h ncomulQ otderl.
nol valtd with Olher oHers • Eapun Feb. 93

-------------

•
•

Pl< K l P and DLI I\ l · H\'
M .\ST E H T .\11 OHO'\ SI 11

I
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P.O. Box 8831
Seventh Day Adventist
Mission Center
Rev. Campbell, Pastor
Fellowship
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Valley Fellowship SDA
3626 Monroe Street
1910 Pennsylvania Ave.
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr.
, , Methodist
(Currently meeting at Clover Dale
275 E. Grove St. Ave
Weekly Schedule
Riverside, CA 92507
Pastor
- •1 Bethel AME
Elementary School, 12050 Kitching Rialto, CA 92376
Sunday School
9:30 a.m. (714) 684-8782
6770 Magnolia
'. ; Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor
St., Corner of Ironwood and
(714) 874-5851
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m. Sunday Service
Riverside, CA 92507
•1 1626 Baseline Ave.
Kitching)
Monday Mission
7:00 p.m. Round Table Prayer
9:20 a.m. (714)684-9160
., r Fontana, CA 92335
(714) 485-2770
The Living Word Deliverance
Wed. Bible Study
7:00 p.m. Sunday school
9:30 a.m. · Sunday Service Service
•·,,
(714)
350-9401
~.
Reverend James Franklin
Center
Sat. Choir Rehearsal
1:30 p.m. Morning Worship
10:45 a.m. Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m.
•.~ I
Weekly Services:
Pastors Harvey & Hean Jones
:Baptist Training
, ,., Baptist
Sunday Service: 10:30 a.m.
251 W. Foothill (Foothill Center)
Good News Missionary Baptist
iUriion/Evening Worship 6:00 p.m. Second Baptist Church
::t "Community Baptist Church
2911 9th Street
Wednesday Night: 7:00 p.m.
Rialto, CA 92376
Rev. Johnny D. Harris
'Tues. Teachers
'
.-}: "Come Let Us Reason Together"
Riverside,
CA 92507
7:00p.m.
(714)
874-3539
215
Big
Springs
Rd.
Meeting
.., .. 15854 Carter St., Fontana, CA
(714)
684-7532
.
Sunday Services: 11 :00 am
Riverside, CA 92507 ·
-Wed. Prayer Meeting &
PERRIS
.,.· (714) 350-9646
7:00p.m.
Sunday
Services
,
12:30 pm
P.O. Box 55743
Bible Study
Sunday Services
Wednesday Night: 7:00 pm
(714) 787-7743
Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
,,. _ Sunday School
9:30a.m. Baptist
Sunday
Services
"Blood
Bought"
Deliverance
DevoLional
Services
10:15
a.m.
::•• , Morning Worship
11:00a.m. New Hope Baptist
1
Song&
,I:!,
B
TU
Ministries
Morning
Worship
10:15
a.m ..
5:00p.m. Rev. Montgomery, Pastor
;!
••.
RIVERSIDE
9:00a.m.
Praise
Service
(Ari
inter-denominational
Ministry)
Service
for
Praise
6:00
p.m.
Prayer and Bible
19320 Spaulding
Sunday School
9:30a.m. Pastor Patrick Belton
(Sunday Evening Workshop)
Study Wed.
7:00 p.m. Perris, CA 92370
:..., ..
Methodist
i'1.of11ing
Worship
11:00
a.m.
Sunday
Services
Wednesday
(714) 780-7110
Allen Chapel AME Church
Sunday School - 10:30 -11:45
Bible Study
7:45 p.m.
:... • Ephesian New Testament
Sunday Services
... ·r 4009
Locust
Greater
Faith
Missionary
Baptist
Worship
Service
12:00
noon
9:30 a.m.
• :, ' Rev. Emory James, Pastor
Sunday School
Rev. H. Bratton
(Temp Location): Holiday INNSt. John Baptist ·
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m. Riverside, CA 92501
: ::: 16286 Foothilll Blvd
(714) 686-9406
•••, F
CA
6021
Liminite
Ave.
Crown
Room,
1200
University
Rev. C. James, Pastor
Sunday Worship
11:00a.m.
ontana,
Riverside,
CA
92509
Avenue,
Riverside,
CA
92507
2433
10th Street
: :, (714) 823-3400
Amos Temple CME
(714)788-2500
Call
(714)
788-2563
for
info.
Riverside,
CA 92507
: :: KPRO 1570 AM
First Baptist Church ·
2719
11th
Street
Worship
Services
(714)
784-0000
• :,, (see ad for services)
Rev. Marvin L. Brown
Riverside, CA 92507
11:00a.m. The Powerhouse COGIC
Sunday School
Sunday Services
: ·l·
277 E. Fifth Street
(See
ad
for
services)
Worship
&
Praise
12:30p.m.
Rev.
McDowell
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Seventh Day Adventist
Perris, CA 92370
2843 11th St
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA
(See ad for services)
:•,
Baptist
Seventh Day Adventist
Riverside, CA 92507
Evening Service
6:00p.m .
, 7347 Juniper Ave.
Antioch
Missionary
Baptist
Kansas
Ave.
SDA
Church
(714)684-6923
• Fontana, Ca
Seventh Day Adventist
Pastor Phillip Scott
Anthony Pascall, Pastor
:~ •i (714) 822-4349
Worship Services
Perris
Seventh Day Adventist
RUBIDOUX
7547 Emerald Street
.
4491 Kansas Avenue
Sunday School
9:30 a.m .
Pastor Jesse Wilson
Riverside, CA 92504
Riverside, CA 92507
Morning Service
11:30 a.m.
:: ,:;;I Non Denominational
5th Street SDA
(714) 688-7872
(714)
682-9810
Evening
Service
6:30p.m. Bright Star Missionary Baptist
: :l Loveland
300 E. 5th Street
Pastor K. Solomon Williams
9:30a.m.
Sunday School
Saturday Service
Bible Study
: :~~. ·Chuck Singleton, Senior Pastor
Perris, CA 92370
5306ODEL
Morning
Worship
11:00a.m.
Sorig Service
9:15 a.m.
Tuesday
7:30p.m.
:
16888 Baseline Avenue
(714) 657-2798
•'
Rubidoux,
CA
Sabbath School
9:30a.m. General Service
•· Fontana, CA 92336
Saturday Service
Sunday
Services
.Canaan Baptist Church.
•· ll;OOa.m.
Church Service
Friday
7:30p.m.
(714) 899-0777
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m. Leonard C. Coes, Pastor
Morning Worship
8:00a.m_
Adventist
Youth
:. •(see ad for services)
Sunday
School
9:30a.m.
11:00 a.m. · 2900 Adams Street, Suite B-15
Morning Worship
4:00p.m. Church Of God In Christ
Services
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Adventist
Riverside, CA 94504
7:00p.m. Refreshing Spring Temple
Mid-Week Service
GRAND TERRACE
B.T.U.
5:30p.m.
4:00p.m. (714)353-1010
Youth Program
Pastor: Elder Bobby Davis
Wednesday Evening
,•
Evening
Service
7:00p.m;
9:15 a.m. Youth Bible Service
Sunday Bible Study
2883 7th Street
Church Glorious Christian
11:00a.m. Friday Evening
Sunday Worship
Riverside, CA 92507
7:30p.m
.
,.
Fellowship
. Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church
REDLANDS
6:00p.m.
Sunday Training
(714) 784-0860
E. Orlando Dillion, Sr. Pastor
2625 Avalon Street
Tuesday Church
Sunday School
9:20 a.m.
Mt. Moriah Baptist
11750 Mt. Vernon Ave.
Riverside, CA 92509
7:00p.m.
Workers
Meeting
Morning Service
11:15 a.m.
Rev. James M. Hardy - Pastor
Baptist
Grand Terrace, CA 92324
Mailing
Address:
Prayer & Bible
Evening Service
6:30 a.m.
18991,, Marioposa St.
Community Missionary Baptist
P.O.
Box
1355
(714)423-3035
Study
Meetings
Bible SLudy Wednesday Nights &
Riverside, CA 92508
939 Clay
Riverside,
CA 92502
Sunday Morning Worship 10 a.m.
Wednesday
7:00p.m. (714) 780-2240
activities for the children. 7:30 p.m.
Redlands. CA 92374
(714) 686-1580
Sunday Services
(714) 793-2380
MORENO VALLEY
Come & See Baptist Church
Institute of Divine
Prayer of Consecration 9:00a.m. Apostolic/Pentecostal
24528 Sunnymead Blvd. Suite C
Metaphysical Research
9:30a.m. Riverside Faith Temple
Sunday School
Second Baptist, Redlands
Moreno
Valley,
CA
92553
Methodist
10:45 a.m. Revs. J. & B. Sims
William Beamon
Devotion & Worship
Pastor A. Green
(714) 486-9864
Perris Valley Ministry ofthe
5:30p.m. 2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
(714) 823-2200
BYPU (1st)
420 East Stuart Ave.
Dr.
E.
Jones
United Methodist Church
6:00p.m.
Riverside, CA 92507
(Meeting Place)
Evening
Redlands, CA 92374
School of Wisdom
9:30 a.m .
. ' .Rev. Charles E. Washington
(714)788-0170
582 W. Valley Blvd.
(714)793-1074
Morning Worship
11 :00 a.m. New Joy Baptist Church
.:, • Meeting At Rainbow Ridge
Sunday Services
Colton, CA 92324
Sunday Worship
Bible
Study:
Wednesday
7:45 p.m Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
'Elementary School
Sunday School
9:30 am.
Mailing Address-P.O. Box 0012
9:15 a.m.
Church School
15950 Indian Ave., MV
4491 Kansas Ave.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Fontana, CA 92324
10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
Friendship Missionary
Riverside, CA
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.
(Meeting Times)
Church School: 10 am
Worship Service: 11 am
Baptist Church
(see as for services)
Tuesday - 7:30 pm - 9:30 pm
RIALTO
Pastor Leon Thompson
Non Denominational
Sunday - 11 :00 am - 1:00 pm
1
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BETHEL A.M.E CHURCH
ANOS TEMPLE
n11 11th St.
Riverside, CA aascrr
(714)113-1517

16262 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(714)350-9401
SUNDAY SERVICES
Morning Service 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Service 10:45 a.m.
Women In Prayer
After Sunday Serive
Praye~ Meeting
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
Bible Study
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.

Worship Services

Rev. Washington

O

'Ies! }to~ N

(714) 887-5213

WEEKLY SERVICES
Sunday
Early Morning Worship - 7:45 am
Morning Worship - 10:45 am
Bible Study & Choir Practice • 6:00 pm

8:00a.m.
Chuck Si11gle1on
Senior Pastor

Courtney Caffllthers, Pastor

Order of Services

Tuesday
I Theology Class - 12 noon

Cathedral Worship
The Great Family Assembly

Mission - 1 :30 pm

Loveland Church Administration Offices
13053 Baseline Road
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739
714-899-0777

Wednesday

Rev. Marvin L. Brown

Prayer Praise - 7:00 pm

--.

NEW JOY

Service held at:
Kansas Ave:1Ue S.D.A. Church
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA

Temple
Missionary
Baptist
·Church
Raymond Turner, Pastor
1583 West Union Street

P.O. Box 7333
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714} 888-2038

. 1355

9:45AM .
8:00AM
& 11:00AM
7:00PM
Teen Summit Tuesday
6:30 PM
Wed Night Prayer
7:00 PM
Wed Night Bible Study

• Sunday School
Morning Worship

I.
"

w.

21st. Street

i San Bernardino, CA 92411

. (714)887-1718

Worship Services

Sunday:
9:15 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Tuesday:
Prayer Meeting and Bible
Study
7:00 p.m.

Sunday Morning Bfble Class .................................9:45 am
Sunday Morning Worship ....................................11:00 am
Sunday Evening Worship .......................................6:00 pm
Tuesday Teen. Bible Study .......................................6:00 pm
Wednesday Bible Study ..........................................7:00 pm

ST. PAUL A.M.E.
CHURCH

BAPTIST CHURCH

'ik,

Pastor T. Ellsworth

California Street Church Of
Christ
2828 N. California Street
San Bernardino, California

P.O. Box 1399
Perris, CA 92370
Phone: (714) 657-3767

Service Times:

6:00p.m.

hurch ,_

2n E. Fifth Street

Sunday Worship Location:
Etiwanda High School
13500 Victoria Avenue
Rancho Cucamonga, CA

11:00 a.m.

Wednesday
Bible Study
7:45 p.m.
Prayer Services
7:00 p.m.

Gantt, II

First Baptist

D

Hallelujah Service

Sunday Services
Sunday School
_9:15 a.m.
Devotional Services 10:15 a.m.
Nursery Opened
10:15 a .m.

Rev. Morris Buchanan, Pastor

Worship With Us At

L

Morning Worship 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
8:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Prayer and Bible Study
Wednesday
1:30 p.m.

SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
2911 Ninth Street
Riverside, CA 92502
(714)684-7532

Sunday Worship
11 a.m.
Service
Sunday School 9:30 a.m_
Wednesday
Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Rev. Paul S. Munford,M. Div.

""1!,veryone Is Welc_ome"··

Rev. Charles Brooks
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Black Voice News

New Radio Ministry In The Inland Empire, VIP

BR IEFS

the radio ministry of the First
Baptist Church of Perris, Dr.
· Marvin L. Brown, Pastor.
· "Voices
In
Praises"
programming Christian music
and scriptural readings for your
edification, inspiration and
growth in the Lord. VIP is a
non-profit organization so that
all gifts of contributions are tax
deductible.
Staff members include:
Minister Richard Young, Gospel
Announcers; Minister Kenneth
Wells, Music Consultant; and,
Mark and Lisa Gray, Music
Josephine Birdsong
Librarians.
Bible - centered object lesson.
Calling all business ownersAlso, "Living Hope" which is

T

here's an added Gospel
radio ministry in the
Inland Empire. It's Voices In
Praise" which is produced and
directed by Josephine BirdsongLacey. VIP is anointed by God
for lay - shepherding the sick,
the shut-in, the bereaved and the
entire Inland Empire. Listen to
Christian programming each
Saturday, 6 PM to 9 PM on
KPRO 1570 AM.
The format includes "King
Kids" Gospel Buggy" which is
designed for the children, the
young people and the young at
heart, with special music and a

Shirley Caesar Comes to
Riverside

for quality advertising and the
promotion of your business
contact us at (714) 685-7017, or
write: Voices In Praise, P.O. Box
3111, Corona, CA 91718.
Churches and non-profit
organizations are encouraged to
send announcements concerning
their
special
occasions,
upcoming events and order of
services.
Josephine states, "Jesus tells
us that the harvest is ripe but the
laborers are few. The Inland
Empire is in a rapid stage of
growth of development and
there is a hunger for the gospel
through music and the spoken
word. We must be willing to
meet the needs as people cry our
for help in these perilous times.
Our format will expand in the

What Is The Church Of Christ?

Shirley Caesar
In the 28th anniversary of
gospel announcer Rev. Le Roi
Lacey, Shirley Caesar and the
Caesar Singers will be present to
help him celebrate.
Other guests will include: The
Real Truth, Son-Rise Community
Choir, Greater New Hope Baptist
and Voices Of Hannony.
Tickets will be $12.00 in
advance and $15.00 at the door.
For ticket locations call 714874-4422 or714-803-4321

A response to Questions and
Answers Column written by Dr.
Reginald Woods. The column
was prinl'ed in the September
31th, 1992 edition.

only Church whereby men and
Isaiah the prophet prophesied
women must be saved. There is concerning
the
future
but one true Church and that establishment of Jesus' house
Church is the Church of Christ. being established, which is
All other Churches are pseudo referred to as the spiritual
Churches. The Church that I'm kingdom of God, In Isaiah
referring as the true Church for ch.apter to verses one through
which Jesus promised to build three, also Micah chapter four
and he did, are the Churches of verses one through two: you
Christ. Let ine clarify by saying read concerning God's house
any Church that was started by a being established. Let it be said
man is not of God and they are that a Church that has the naqie
not apart of his Spiritual Body. Church of Christ does not
The phrase Churches of Christ altogether mean that they are the
does not mean a plurality of true Church. Unless they are
Churches with differing names. following the Apostles doctrine.
But the phrase Churches of Please do not be mistaken that
Christ only refers to those names are not important. For if
believers who today are names are not important why
following the Apostles doctrine. did he give Adam charge for.
Please don't be confused by this naming everything around him?
last statement in regards to the Why did he change Abrams
Apostles doctrine. For I'm not name to Abraham? etc.,
eluding to the fact that the therefore names are important to
Churches of Christ is all about God.
healings and miracles for we do
Every Church that has a
not teach or practice that people name differing the Churches of
can heal today like the Apostles Christ can not be scripturally
did.
CONTINUED ON PAGE B-8

D

ear Dr. Woods, this
article for which I'm writing is
in regards to a question that you
answered several weeks ago
concerning a person who
wanted to know if Jesus was a
Sons Of Glory
Baptist? I want to say that you
did a fine job in answering the
D&C Productions presents The questions that Jesus was not a
Sons of Glory from Charolette, Baptist, for we know that he was
North Carolina (originally from baptized so that he could fulfill
Los Angeles, California) on all righteousness, (Matthew
Saturday, November 7, 1992 at chapter 3: 15).
But what
7:00 pm at New Jerusalem concerns me is when you started
Baptist Church, 1649 North Mt. to name Churches that wear man
Vernon Ave, San Bernardino, made titles. Again you are
California 92411, Pastor N.C.
correct in naming the Churches
Tickets are $7.00 advance and that wear man made titles such
$10.00 at the door. For more as the Baptist Church, the
information please call (714) 381- Catholic, the Seventh Day
Adventist, Apostolic Faith,
2099.
Collage Robe Dedication Black Baptist, North American
On Saturday Nov. 14, 1992 at Baptist, Disciples of Christ,
7:30 pm the Collage Community Church of Christ (Holiness),
Choir will hold their robe Church of God in Christ,
dedication serve at the San Jehovah witness, Mormons,
Methodist,
Bernardino Christian Center, Lutherans,
1214 S. Waterman Ave, San Assemblies of God, United
Pentecostal
Church
Bernardino.
Collage Community Choir is a International, Salvation Army,
BLACK
San Bernardino based gospel yes I will concur on the fact that
choir, organized 4 years ago by these Churches (Denomination)
November 21, 1992
Spencer L. Brown and directed by is what they are both in tittle and
William H. Brown. The Choir in doctrine, all were established
Theme: "I Can Do" Phill~ppians 4:13
has been the recipient of the 1990, by men. Let me just say that
research
of
the
1991 and 1992 Black Voice your
6:00 pm
Reception
establishment
of
these
churches
People's Choice award for
and
names
are
all
correct.
But
Ontario Hilton
.
outstanding community gospel
choir. Most recently they won the when you mention the Church 700 N. Haven Ave., Ontario, CA
Donation: $75
first Inland Empire Gospel Music of Christ having a man made
For more information call (714) 988-4881
title you made yourself look
Award.
totally
unaware
concerning
the
---non refundable
For more information please
of
Christ.
establishment
of the Churches .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
call 714-885-0877.
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Christian Fellowship Missionary
Baptist Church
presents

near future to include the "Black
Voice News Talk Time" which
will be discussion on various
concerns and issues of the
Christian communities. We plan
to include a segment whereas
we will interview Gospel artists.
We are working on an outline to
develop
workshops
and
seminars to train people on how
to minister to the sick the shutin, the bereaved and special
need groups within our
communities. We will perform
this in conjunction with clergy
groups. Our endeavor is to
support our local gospel artists
and spread the gospel through
various avenues and resources.
At Voices in Praise we consider
out listeners Very Important
People.

In The 28th Anniversary
Of Gospel Announcer
Rev. Le Roi Lacey
GUESTSINC~iJBEY

OTHER
The Real Truth (T.R.T.),~P~if
,
Son-Rise C~mmunity Choir, .R ire~i~e;;
Greater New Hope Baptist 'Choir; Perri~'.

& WHITE BALI}'

Voices Of

RIVERSioE

Ha~,~~1:','~,~~io~i.: ~i~! I~~!:

•TICKETS. L9C.A T:CQ~S.
MORENO vA1.'.LEv' sAN eERNA"ii»mol

~f~~:r ·i!:!li~~f!l!f .

For Information: 714-874-4422 / 714 -803-4321 /310-537-2799

A Co-Op Production

The Churches of Christ is the

Highway To Heaven Ministries - Son-Rise Youth Ministires

RIVERSIDE FAITH
TEMPLE MINISTRIES
2355 Pennsylvania
Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507

Quinn AME
Church

Family Christian
.. Fellowship Church
945 Foothill Blvd. Suite A
Rialto, CA 92376
(714) 820-7673

(714) 788-0170

Rev. Frank Gray, Pastor
P.O. Box 8091
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
(Currently Meeting at Badger
Springs Middle School, 24750
Delphinium St., Corner of Indian
and Delphinium)
(714) 486-9399
Rev. Frank Gray, Pastor
Order of Service
Sunday School 9 a.m.
Morning Worship 10 a.rn.
Bible Study 7 p.rn. Wednesday (Please call for location).

"Come Worship"

COME WORSHIP

Sunday School - 9:30 a.rn.
Morning Worship-11:00 a.rn.
WITH US
Night Bible Study
YOU'LL LOVE IT! PASTORS JOE & BEA SIMS Thursday
- 7:00 p.rn.
SUNDAY SERVICES
. Friday Night Youth In Action
Prayer .......................................................................8:30a.rn.
7 00
K1g~ili~~i~e·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1t58!:~: Monda;Evening Classes/Worship Service ........................6:30p.rn. ,
(Highnoon Prayer)
Saturday Soul Winning

~ri:~;-

Oeveland Hobdy III, Sr. Pastor
Saturday Services
Song Service
9:15 a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.
Church Service
11 :OOam.
Adventist Youth Service 5;00 p.rn.

SAN BERNARDINO
Baptist
Bethesda Missionary Baptist
Church
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Rev. Donald Osborne
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Hour
11:00 a.m.
Church of God In Christ

Carter Memorial
1606 W. 11th St
San Bernardino, CA
(714) 381-4475
New Hope COGIC
254 So. Mnt. Vernon
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(714) 381-2662

Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor
Sunday School: 9:45 am
Morning Worship: 11 pm
Evening Worship: 6 pm
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues.
Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th
Non Denominational
-Life Changing Ministries
Dr. Rev. Reginald Woods
5395 N. 'F' Street
San Bernardino, CA 92407
(714) 381-4885
(see ad for services)
Apostolic I Pentecostal
Lighthouse Full Gospel Church
Rev. Joel Steward
3153 N. Macy
San Bernardino, CA
(714) 887-1227 / 887-3809
(see ad for services)
Macedonia Baptist Church
Rev. C.A. Simpson
2042 N. State St.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 887-2138
Sunday
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship
10:45 a.m.

Wednesday
Worship Service
7:30 p.m.
Come Over To Macedonia And
Help Us! - Acts 16:9
Mt. Olive Baptist Church
2110 Ogden St.
San Bernardino, CA 92405
(714) 887-4864
Order of Service
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible
Study
Prayer Meeting
7 p.m.

Sunday School
9:30 a.in.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
B.T.U.
5:30 p.m.
Evening Service
7:00 p.m.
Nursery Services Provided
.,,

- - - - - - - - -·'

Baptist
New Life Missionary Baptist
Church
Rev. Elijah S. Singltary, Pastor
1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
San Bernardino, CA
Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Mt. Rose Mission Baptist
SundayChurch
·
Children's Church
11:00 a.m.
Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris
Monday1457 N. Mt. Vernon
Choir Rehearsal
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Service
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m. . Study
6:30 p.m.
1st & 3rd Wednesday
New Hope Baptist, S.B.
Mission Meeting
6:00 p.m. ;
Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor
Thursday
1575 West 17th Street
Prayer & Praise
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Service
7:00 p.m.
(714) 887-2526 Church
Radio Broadcast
Sunday Services
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial
Morning Worship
8:00 a.m. Saturday
1:00-2:00 p.m.-

New Vision Foursquare Gospel
Church
(Formerly Delman Heights)
Pastors Jules Nelson, Ph.D and
Lourdes Nelson
"Heart of Revival Church"
1890 W. 30th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92405
(714)887-3013
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Celebration Service
11:00 a.m.
Evangelic Service
6:30 p.m.
All day fasting and prayer
Tuesday
Prayer Meeting
Friday
7:30p.m.
St. Paul AME Church
Rev. Charles Brooks
1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 887-1718
(see ad for services)
Temple Missionary Baptist Church
Pastor Raymond Turner
1583 Union Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411

(714) 888-2038
"Faith is the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of things
not seen."
(see ad for worship times)

More no Valley
Quinn Chapel AME
(Services Held At)
24750 Delphinium
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
(714) 486-9399 / 486-9389
Order of Services
Sunday School
9am
Church Service
10am
Wednesday
Bilbe Study
7 pm
(For more information call)

Grace Bethel MBC
10250 Cypress Ave
Riverside, CA 92503
(714)352-1688
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
. Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
(2nd &4th)
Monday Evangelism 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer 6:30 p.m.

,1.
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OPEN VffllANS DAY
MOST STORES OPEN

8 A.M.

JOI YOUI COIIVENIEIICI, WI ACCEPT-

~-113

5.49
-1.00

4.49
Coors Beer

TO SERVE YOU

Sale price
Less mfr's
mail-in rebate*
Final cost
after rebate

YOUR CHOICE

PlUS CA REDEMPTION VALUE

12-oz. cans. Regular, Light or Dry.

*See coupon in store for moil-in rebate conditions.

EACH
REG. 99C

Thrifty Bathroom or Facial nssue
• Bathroom, 4-roll pack. 2 ply.
• Facial, 175 count. White, beige or blue.

COMPARE TO NATIONAL BRANDS.

PlUI CA IIID!MPT!Oft VAIUI

Coca Cola

12-<>z. cans. Classic, Diet, Caffeine Free Diet, Sprite or Dr. Pepper.

1.39WH

Sea Ripple Pink Salmon
14.75-oz. can. While stocks last.

Breck
Haircolor

Assorted beautiful
shades.

50%0FF

*See coupon in srore for
moil-in rebate cond~ions.

S.lected Watches

2e99

•I.00

Ie99

Sale Price.
AFTER AD 3.79

Salon

Selectives

~!~-~ f~;bate*

Final Cost
After Rebate

2~19

Hair care from Helene
Curtis. Shampoo,
Conditioner, Styling
needs and Hairspray UCH AFTER AD 2.99
in assorted formulas
and sizes.

Close-Up
Toothpaste
6.4-oz. Dental
~::~e~
t!~ulas.,
•s.. coupon in ,..,. tor
mail-in rebate conditions.

2.00
-2.00

REE

EACH
11G. 2.39
Sale price
Less mfr's
mail-in rebate*

EICH
Final cost
after rebate

• Pep1oclent tootlilln1lies. Extra Hft, Soft er Meclum. I.99

Discontinued styles for men or women from famous
makers. Choose Timex, Casio, Citizen, Seiko and more.
While stocks last. Selection varies by store.
ORIGINALLY 9.99 tc, 89.99. SALE: 4.99 to 44.99
z

✓

'~
TOM BARNm

HEAD PHARMAOST

)

ASK YOUR

~1 THRlm

PHARMACIST...
Your Thrifty pharmacist is a trained
professional who wants to provide you and
your family with the best service possible.
If you have any questions about your
prescription or non-prescription medications,
don't hesitate to ask. Or if you need records
for insurance or tax purposes, we'll be glad
to provide them. Just ask ...

•I • 1e'e F.4,.,..,.~
"Alt••I
~ -

: MANUFACTURERS' :
I

COUPONS

The Santa Collection by aeo
• 40 sq. ft. Gift wrap. Assorted
Santa designs.
• 10 couat Cards and envelopes.
Santa designs.
• Gift tags. Coordinating Santa des igns.
2 Padcs for 11.99

• CONVENIENCE
• SERVICE
• SATISFAalON

:

*

:
I

·-------------·

-

~

~

Our entire stock! l eg. 2.99 to 14.99. SALE: 1.79 to L99
*Does not include Essential Balance.

See The White Pages Of Your Phone Book For The Thrifty Or Thrifty Jr. Nearest You
Not AH Items, Departments Or Prices Advertised Are Available At Thrifty Jr. Stores.
Our Advertising Polley: If an item is not described as reduced or sale, it may be at the 1e9ular price. A regular price, though not reduced, is an outstandin11 value. Our intention is to have
every advertised item in stock and on our shelves. If your local store should run out of any advertised item during the sale period, or should on item not arrive due to unforeseen circumstances,
the store will issue o Courtesy Card (roincheck) on request for the item to be purchased at the sale price wherever available. This does not apply to clearance and close-out sales or to
special purchases where quantities ore limited to stock available. No sales to dealers. Limit rights reserved.

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, MOST STORES NOW
CARRY A SELECTION OF FRESH MILK AND DAIRY PRODUas
j

..
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Links Bring Motown To
Yo' Town
Do you remember Motown
classics "I Heard It Through The
Grapevine," "Respect," "Let's
Stay Together," "Chain Of
Fools," "Rush Hour" and "Heat
Wave?"
The Links invite the community to Motown In Yo' Town
Saturday, November 14 from
7:30 p.m. to midnight at
Griswold's in Claremont. At
designated times each Link and
her guests will take the dance
floor
with
the
special
request/dedication.
The event asks attendees
attire reflect the Motown era:
bell bottoms, madras, Nehru
jackets, paisley, hip huggers,
beaded vests, moccasins, go-go
boots, etc.
Tickets are $35 per couple or
$25 per individual. For more
information call Phyllis at 9469459.

Community Watch To
Meet In San Bernardino
The Neighborhood Watch
Association of San Bernardino,
i:;ordially invites the citizens of
San Bernardino to the "City
Wide Community Neighborhood
Quartely Meeting" to be held
tonight at 6 p.m . at 1535:
W. Highland Ave.
Discussed will be "Drugs In
The Community" and "Criminal
Negotiations" sponsored by the
San Bernardino Police Dept
For more information contact
Jewel Rabb at 887-3570 or
SBPD at 384-5721.

How Racism Affects
Whites Symposium
"What can I do to eliminate
Racism," is the subject of a series
of worshops which are sponsored
by the Institute for the Healing of
Racism. The program will be held
on November 17th at the Ontario
Public Libfary, 215 E. 'C' Street
Ontario, California. This program
is entitled "How Racism Affects
Whites." For information call
(714) 984-7020.

EN To Hold Workshop
The Economic Network will
hold workshops every Friday, to
cover Business Formaticms and
Valuations, Business P~~chase
Investments, Business Sales,
Business Plans/Preparations and
J.,oans. Information will also be
given on how to participate in the
Code of Ethics.
Workshops will be held at Good
News MBC located in the Watkins
P laza, 215 West Big Springs Road
Riverside.

Conquerors
Make
McDonalds' Finals
Federal Prison Camp at Boron's
Gospel Choir The Conquerors,
have reached the finals in the Eight
Annual McDonald's Gospelfest
c hoir competition. They will
compete against six other finalists
on November 7th at the Shrine
Auditorium in Los Angeles.
This is the third year The
Conquerors have competed in the
competition and in all three years
they have made it to the finals.
Each of the last two years they
have placed second.
The competiton will begin at
7:00 p.m., November 7, at the
Shrine Auditorum, 649 W.
Jefferson Blvd. L.A.

Ministers Wives Hold
Dinner
· The San Bernardino and
Vicinity Baptist Ministers Wi\'es
will hold their International
Scholarship Dinner on Friday
November 6, 1992 at 6:30 p.m. at
St. Mark Baptist Church, 259 E.
Central Ave. in San Bernadino.
Donations are $7.00 per person.
For infonnation call Debra Harper
(714) 799-3661.

·,

RGH Hosts
Festival Of
Trees

Rev., Bro. Roy Harris, host of the original Gospel
Time radio broadcast, was called into the ministry
years after he began spinning "God's Good Gospel"
music. He is joined many Sunday mornings by Rev.
Elijah Soloman Singletary of New Life Missionary
Baptist Church. Rev. Harris Is the pastor of
Tabernacle Church and Is celebrating his 10th year
as a radio announcer. Harris has been at KUOR,
Redlands, 89.1 on the dial, he is on from 7-9 every
Sunday. Call and put your name or a loved one's on
the prayer list, (714) 782-0951.

F

PRESIDING ELDER - Rev. WIiiiam Jacks (81 yrs old)
joined Doris Wright, daughter of Veda Anderson and
her cousin Buford Johnson of Highland for a birthday celebration recently.

or many, the time around
Thanksgiving is the prelude to the holiday season. The Riverside General
Hospital Foundation will kick
off its third annual Festival of
trees event with a Premiere
Night on Tuesday, November
heik Temple #98 and p.m. to 1 a.m. at the Red Lion
24, 6:30 - 10:00 PM, Riverside
Sheik Court #138 will Inn in Ontario, California. The
Convention Center, at Raincross
hold their 1992 Potentate public is invited to attend.
(Sunday)
Square.
and Commandress, Black and
This year, Sheik's Ball will
The Festival of Trees will
White Ball.·
include a sit down dinner which
7am-9am
showcase dozens of elaborately
The Ball will be held will be served at 7:30 p .m.
decorated Christmas trees, gifts - - - - - - - - - - - - . , . . - - - - - - - - - - _ _ , Saturday, November 28 from 7 Under no circumstances will
for everyone on your list, enterdinner be served at 9 p.m. So
tainment, and delicious food.
please be prompt!
Premiere Night will give special
The attire for the evening will
guests the opportunity to be the
EED is a non-profit orga- vide references, and write a
To realize our goals and be black and white formaJ..
first to enjoy the Festival and
nization consisting of 10 Short essay about future career objectives, we need resources. If Please consult your invitations
view the exquisite collection of
christian women con- goals and objectives.
you believe that our organha- for more detailed information
trees. The trees and holiday
cerned for the
tion provides a worthwhile ser- concerning the attire.
wreaths have been created by
continued
SEED's future goals and vice and you would like to assist
The dress code will be strictsome of the most prominent
Support, objectives are to begin working SEED in realizing our goals, ly enforced.
designers in Riverside County.
Education, with our youth at the Freshman please make a tax deductible
Each tree has its own unique
Encourage- level of high school, provide donation for the Support,
A donation of $30 in advance
theme and was sponsored by an
ment,
and s cholastic awards, tutor our Education, Encourage and will be required. Please contact
organization or business that
Development youth, and to act as a follow-up Develop of our youth!
the chairperson and/or co-chairdonated the cost of decorating
of our youth organization for the ongoing
For more information call person listed below for more
it. Trees may be pre-purchased
who have chosen support of our young people.
Ella Ball at 873-9968.
infonnation at 686-8257.
by individuals or businesses.
to pursue a col- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
For information, call 358-7077.
legeeducation.
Guests will also be able to
This Friday, SEED invites the
bid on an intriguing array of live public to attend their Installation
and silent auction items con- Banquet at 7 p .m. at the San
tributed by many local mer- Bernardino Hilton Hotel. Dr.
chants and artists. A few items Lemar Foster Sr., pastor of New
of the varied selection includes Hope Missionary Baptist
a beautiful Purebred Arabian Church. Tickets are $30 per
Mare, many trips, a wide- person or $300 per table of 10.
screened TV and other valuable
Most organizations are interchoices.
ested in raising funds to offer
The Premiere Night festivi- students of outstanding acaties will begin at 6:30 p.m., and demics with a scholarship,
the Live Auction is scheduled
SEED is one step further,
from 8:00 p.m. until 10:00 p.m. they offer our young people
Individual tickets may be pur- continued support upon qualifichased by invitation for $50. cation. College bound students
For additional ticket infonnation are personally contacted by a
call 358-7950. The Festival of representative of our organizaTrees will be open to the public tion and are provided ·an inforfrom November 25 through mation packet containing inforNovember 29. Funds raised by mation about our organization
the event will again be used to and an application for a scholarpurchase needed medical equip- ship award.
ment for childrens services at
Students who apply must be
Riverside General.
in good academic standing, pro-
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Advantage

MayOr Presents Armistice Day

T

he Mayor's Committee
for the Riverside
Municipal Auditorium
will present an Armistice Day
Patriotic Review Wednesday,
November 11, 1992 at 7:30 p.m.
featuring the Fifteenth Air Force
Band of the Golden West, the
Riverside Ballet Theatre, and
Arthur Rand, former lead singer
from the original Ink Spots.
The evening theme will be a
celebration of the auditorium's
history and a rededication of the
building honoring Veterans of
All Wars.
Additionally, the event is
intended to create awareness of
the auditorium's restoration and
its activities to the community
at-large. The Band of the
Golden West will perform a
"Big Band" program commemorating the 50th Anniversary of
World War II. The Riverside
Ballet Theater will perform
"ETC.!", an exciting dance
piece that brings to life music of
the 20's and 30's.
Complementing the performance portion of the evening
will be a color guard from
March Air Force Base, local

With An Affordable Neighborhood Advantage®
Home Loan From BofA.

)it

',1 '

Terry Frizzell

ROTC and Veterans organization. Following the performance, the auditorium will have
an open house inviting the public to enjoy refreshments, tour
the building, visit booths of
auditorium users and enjoy the
music of Arthur Rand.
Tickets for this performance
are $15.00 each and are available at the Riverside Municipal
Auditorium and other various
locations.
For further information, call
714/276-8587 or 714n82-5958.

If you think the drea~ of owning your
own home is o'ut of reach, think ag ain.
Bank of Ame rica brings you
Neighborhood Advantage home loans,
a program designed to make homeownership more affordable in every city and
county th roug hout California~
You can qualify· with 30% less income
than you normally need with standard

home loans. Or, choose to make a down
payme nt as low as 5%. We also offer more
fle xible refinancing options.
To get more information about the
affordable advantage, contact your real
estate professional or visit your local
Bank of America branch.
BANKING ON AMERICA:

Bl

Bank of America
*Available to creditworthy individuals whose total income does not exceed specified county income limits.. or who are financing homes located in selected zip code s
and census tracts In ca 11tomia. These areas are primaritycomprised of census tracts with a median income ot 80% or iessof ttuu of tne metropolitan statistic.al are a in
which lhey are located (based on 1990 census). Mortgag e Insurance may be required. Program terms and conditions subject to change without notice.

t

1992 Bank of A merica NT&SA. M ember FDIC.
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Riverside Songwriters
Win Third Place In

Songwriting Contest
_ Songwriters Josie Falbo
-De Christopher,
Cherryl
fonfara, Dennis Johnson, and
:Amy Lowe, are third place prize
;winners
in
the
XFC/BILLBOARD Fourth
'.,Annual Song Contest.
The Kentucky Fried Chicken
:sponsored Billboard Song
:Contest was a search for new
·creative songwriting talent and
4rew more than 50,000 amateur
songwriters. The Contest was
divided into seven categories
,ncluding Rock, Pop, Country,
Rap, Gospel/Contemporary
:Christian, Latin, and Jazz.
·: The quartet's song, "Love
Found Me (Just In Time)," won
,:.bird prize in the Pop category.
. DeChristopher has been
songwriting, off and on, for
about twelve years. "I write
when the mood takes me when I have something to say. I
heard the melody of 'Love
Found Me' in my mind for quite
a while," she said. She knew
that the lyrics were perfect
when her co-writers created
them.
· Josie, Cherryl, Dennis, and
Amy and twenty other third
~rize, winners were awarded
Technics
SL-PG 100
frogrammable Compact Disc
flayers that feature advanced
digital technology.
:· Semi-finalists were selected
for consideration by a series of
panels comprised of music
i•ndustry professionals. The
~inners were then selected by a
l:Hue Ribbon Panel that
Consisted of 22 world-renowned
music artists, in.eluding Julio
Iglesias, Peter Cetera, Lou
Rawls,
Heart,
Deniece
Williams, Frank Zappa, Roy
Oark, and Amy Grant.

New Orleans Jazz Festival
Announce Dates For 1993
The New Orleans Jazz &
Heritage Festival announced
today that the dates for the 24th
annual festival are April 23 May 2, 1993.
The festival is a 10-day
celebration of the unique music
and culture of the region with
evening concerts in various
venues around the city, free
music workshops at area
schools and at the outdoor
daytime Louisiana Heritage
Fair. On the weekends (Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday) the
Heritage Fair is held on the
park-like infield of the Fair
Grounds Race Track.
A full-color festival brochure
with a complete schedule of
events and ticket mail order
fonns will be available in March
1993. For more information,
write: New Orleans Jazz &
Heritage Festival/P.O. Box
53407/New Orleans, LA/701533407.
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Plummer Talks About His Roles
Booker T. Washington

S

outh Central is the story
of a·father's love for his
son. Bobby (Glenn
Plummer) tries to reclaim his
son,
Jimmie,
(Christian
Coleman) from a Los Angeles
street gang. This is the same
gang that he, himself went to
prison for ten years for the
murder of a rival gang member.
While incarcerated he met a
Muslim named Ali (Carl
Lumbly) who transformed him
into a better man and helped win
his release from prison. After
being released from prison he
finds out his son is on the same
road of self-destruction he has
travelled. To keep this from
happening he is willing to give
his life so that his son will not
end up like him.
GLENN
PLUMMER
(Bobby) most recently starred in
Robin Armstrong's critically
acclaimed Pastime (formerly
One Cup of Coffee), which won
the Audience Award for
Dramatic Films at the 1991

Sundance Film Festival.
Plummer has also appeared in
Who's That Girl, Colors and
Frankie & Johnnie.
In addition to his film work,

Plummer also has numerous
television credits including
Equal Justice, L.A. Law, China
Beach and Tour of Duty. He was
featured in the acclaimed TNT

1

young gang member in
Anderson's short. Hearts of
Stone, which screened at the
Sundance Film Festival in 1990.
In an interview, Plummer
spoke about his acting career
and the entertainment industry. ,
Q: How can AfricanAmericans get into more
mainstream film?
A: Let me tell you like this,
we live in a White man's world.
For you to compete with the
White man and his world, for'
him to give you the chance to be
in his world, you have to be
twice as good as him. If we want
to last in this business you have
to be twice as good as him.
,
Q: What do you think abou_t
the state of Black films?
1
A: If were going to make
Black films, they have to be
twice as good as the films that
are made by White men. If your
just going to make films then
maybe not.
If we want to confine
ourselves to Black films, if there
are going to be Black films, if
were going to put that label on

Continued on B-8

Cal State African Art Exhibit

;A

90-piece African art
collection, comprised
of authentic tribal
artifacts intermixed
with contemporary prints and
paintings, display thru Dec. 17 at
California State University, San
Bernardino.
Donated to the permanent
:collection of the university by
)ane Matthews of San
Bernardino, the array includes
headdresses and ceremonial
masks, sculptures and jewelry,
and musical instruments, among
other items. The exhibit,
entitled, "The Matthews
Collection/African Art: Old and
New," contrasts traditional and
contemporary African art from
west and central Africa acquired
over a nine-year period.
Although the display honors
the much-sought-after works of
tribal artists it also celebrates
the talents of contemporary
weavers and painters, in
particular, and illustrates the
,development of African art over
.time, Matthews says. "The
'traditional' art has always been
the thing to collect but we
cannot continue to ignore the
.c reative contributions of the
contemporary artists," she
remarks, adding that exhibit
pieces date from the early 1800s
to the present.
Among the tribal artifacts are
several masks used for
ceremonial purposes to honor
deceased ancestors, the passage
rites of adolescent men, and the ·
planting and harvesting of
crops. A divination tray and
accompanying rattles from
Nigeria were used to forecast
the future. They feature the face J
of Eshu, a spirit who
represented uncertainty in life,
Matthews explains.
,
One of the rarest pieces in the
collection is a horn-billed skull
that was worn on the head by
hunters who used it as a decoy.
Much of the traditional art is
becoming scarce, Matthews
notes. Pieces were destroyed
after some ceremonies because/
the public is not supposed to see
these pieces outside of the tribal
significance- that spoils the
'force' of the piece and brings
bad luck," she adds.
Matthews' interest in African
art was piqued in 1983 when
she volunteered to curate an
inaugural show of African
artifacts in Sedona, Ariz. Since
then she has traveled twice to
Africa and collected pieces that
appealed to her. Her research
into African art has led
Matthews to become expert in
the subject and contributed to
her
philosophy
that

production of Heatwave, which
dramatized the 1965 Watts riots.
South Central is Plummer's
second collaboration with Steve
Anderson. Plummer starred as a

"A NON-STOP, NAIL-BITINGACTION ADVENTURE
-·SNIPESIS SENSATIONAL!"
- Susan Granger, AMERICAN MOUi£ CLASSICS

He's an ex-cop
With a bad mouth,
A bad attitude,
And a bad seat.
For the terrorists
on flight 163 ...
He's very bad news.
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deceased ancestors.
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contemporary works need· to be
given the same accord as those
rendered by tribal artists, who
were working at the behest of
their chieftains.
"The artists today are
copying from their daily lives,
and they also are interpreting

some of the tradltional subjects,
such as the masks, in a very
abstract way," she remarks.
The exhibit in the Cal State,
San Bernardino Art Gallery will
be open Monday-Friday.through
Dec. 17. For more information
call (714)880-5802.
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·Riverside Plans 5/10 K Run Sunday:
'T

he Riverside Mission
Inn 5/lOK Run on
Sunday, November 8,
will mark the 15th
year for this event, sanctioned
'by
Southern
California
'Association of The Athletics
Congress . 1,600 runners and
-walkers are expected to enter
~this historic downtown
Riverside run and walk.
Co-hosted by the Mission
Inn Foundation and The PressEnterprise, the run benefits the
Mission
Inn
Museum
·'COllections.
.., The scenic course through
1OO-year-old Fainnount Park
passes by Mt. Rubidoux ending
up near the National Historic
Landmark Hotel, The Mission

:
:

Inn.
A party at Main and 6th
Street will entertain the
Participants and public from 9
a .m. to 1 p.m. with prizes, food,

crafts, walking tours and music.
The highlight of the party
and ceremony will be
interviews and video
tapings of the men and
women who have
entered all 15
races. Annual
Riverside
runners are Ron
Morris, chainnan of
the event, Philip
Bremenstuhl, Anthony
Gomez,
Harold
Jackson, Robert
Kroger,
John
McDevitt, and
Frank Ramos.
Other annual
runners are John Freckman,
Yorba
Linda;
Joaquin
Grandado, Colton' Bill Heath,
Desert Center; and Wally
Ingram, Hemet.
Major sponsors for the
5/lOK Run are Volvo Riverside,

awards; BUD Light, running
numbers; Kaiser Permanente
Riverside Medical Center,
media.
Contributing sponsor
Galleano Winery will
assist
with
.barricades;
Riverside
Downtown
Association will be
in charge of the
Main Street Mall
"Party On Main
Street".
Also contributing
are
Johnson
Machinery, Riverside
Construction, Wm.
Austin Co., ASLAN
Technologies
and
Architectural Resources Group.
In-kind sponsors are Arrowhead
Water, Continental Ai rlines,
Blue Banner, KGGI Radio,
Blanchard Signs, Trophy Place

sending children to school and
to the playground with HIVinfected kids- and · other
irrational fears will come backif ever they've left."
Michael Jordan: "I guess
he looked at it and said he'd
rather be remembered as a guy
who enjoyed the game but not a
guy who stirred problems
amongst his peers."]
How real are the palyers
fears? Very real to the ignorant,
selfserving, . scared player.
Although the possibility of
transmittal is said to be in the
zero to infinitesimal range, a
fear can become a reality to a
player HIV ignorant.
Magic, I kinda side with
Jerry West, you knew the
criticism was forthcoming and.
maybe you should have rode out
the storm. I would have forced
Malone's hand and made him sit
out if he felt that strongly when
your teams meet. After all,
Malone is the same cheep shot
artist who broke Isiah Thomas 's
face last season and was
suspended by the NBA, so
cheep shots are nothing
new coming fro
him. Besides,
more players
than not
supported
your return
and
the
positives seem
to out weigh the negatives. But
if I were in your shoes, could I
stand the heat?................. .

New Deal:
0
n
November
13th at the
Mirage in
Las Vegas,
Evander
Hayfield
"'.ill .race Evander H~lyfleld
his stiffest
challenge
yet
for
his
Heavyweight crown, in the
person of Riddick Bowe. Bowe

controversy
~ and
peer
: pressure,
a g i C Magic Johnson ·: Johnson bid bon voyage to the
. Los Angeles Lakers for a second
· ·me. In yielding to the recent
: -NBA player's blacklash and
concern against sharing coun
• space with a HIV positive
• person, Johnson submitted to
,those concerns and capitulated
his basketball crown. A hastily
~t alled press conference at the
torum was the vehicle for his
· ; retirement announcement, which
'· Johnson chose not to attend.
"After much thought and
talking it over with Cookie [his
•.•wife] and my family, I've
~ ecided that I will retire-for
!,.=iood-from the Lakers," Johnson
Jjaid in a prepared statment.
It has become obvious that
~the various controversies
urrounding my return are
..t ak~ng away from both
..~ asketball as a sport and the
•farger issue of living with HIV,
All-time basketball 'Dream
~:•.or me and the many people Team': Since basketball season
~:jffected."
·
is upon us, this is a good time to
!.,;
Ne w
York
Times come up with my 'Dream
•! 'portswriter, Harvey Araton, Team'.
: lolicited the boldest comments
The 1st team: Forwards. 3/et from Karl Malone , Larry Bird & Julius Erving;
~.Johnson's teammate on the U.S. Center- Wilt Chamberlain;
: Olympic team, saying:
Guards- Magic Johnson & Oscar
"Just because he's coming Robenson
back do sen 't mean nothing to
Second team: Forwards -~ e. I'm no fan, no cheerleader. Elgin Baylor & Elvin Hayes;
•f t may be good for basketball Center- Bill Russell; Guards· (Magic 's return), but you have Michael Jordan & Jerry West
· to look far beyond that. You
Third team: Forwards-Bob
. have a lot of young men who Pettit & John Havlicek; Center: have a long life ahead of them.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar; Guards= "Look at this, scabs and cuts Isiah Thomas & George 'Ice~ all over me. I get these every man' Gervin................ ..
night, every game. They tell me
that you 're not at risk, and you
Memory lane: As we take a
can't tell me there's one guy in stroll down memory lane, our
the NBA who hasn't thought thoughts stop with Althea
· about it."
Gibson. What did Althea Gibson
.
After Malone ate Magic's accomplish you ask, well check
; conscience, several other players this out: Althea is historys first
•: and General
Managers joined in and only black female
.
:!the eating frenzy. These personal Wimbledon
:~attacks no doubt diluted Magic's singles
~:will and desire to continue to sit champion, :
:~ in the frying pan.
winning
·
Quotebook: Jerry West back to back
. Laker GM: "He 's not used to singles titles
· being protrayed in a bad light. in 1957 and $>
~But when you 're in this position, 1958. She Althea
. people are going to critize you. also won the
: You have to be prepared for the French Open singles title in
"'worst and best."
1956 and generally dominated
Dr Mervyn F. Silverman womens tennis in the late
..President AIDS research: 1950's ............. ..
" Now I'm afraid the old fears
a bout casual contact-about
The Real Deal faces the

rM

.

walkers. Plaques will be
awarded three deep for teams
and medallions for each member
of first place teams.
Three awards will be given
to wheelchair participants.
Fitness walkers will receive

and Riverside Printing.
Large trophies are awarded
to the overall male and female
winners in SK and lOK runs.
Medallions will be awarded
to the top three in each age
category of runners and race

certificates of completion.
Registration forms should
be mailed in to Race Central in
Rialto prior to the deadline
October 30. For further
information call (714) 781-8241.

African Americans And Koreans.
Plan Goodwill Golf Classic

,..

IMVPI
r

'Tis BETTE-R To GIVE ...
is undefeated
and plans to
eliminate the
' Real
Deal . h;_
Holyfield
implement
the
'New Deal' Bowe.
My Guess is the ·
title will change ,
hands. The Challenger is bigger
and stronger than the champ
Holyfield and just as fast. But
Evander has faced odds like this
before and survived. He will
come hard again, but Bowe will
prevail................... .

Bonds cashes in-Player of
the Year: Barry Bond, whose
power, speed and defense are
unparalled in baseball, has been
named the AP player of the year.
Bonds hit .311 with 34
home runs and 103 runs batted
in, to lead the Pittsburgh Pirates
to their third straight National
League East title.
Bonds, the son of Riverside
native Bobby Bonds who has
had a park complex named in
his honor here in Riverside, has
filed for free agency and is
expected to be with a different
ball club next season............

The sale of these heartwarming holiday cards, designed by L'lmage Graphics,
he lp deserving African-American youths pursue their dreams of a college education.
The Miller Brewing Company will donate the profits from each package
purchased to the Thurgood Marshall Scholarship F und which provides scholarships
to high-achieve rs attending the 36 historically Black public colleges and universities.
So send the card that saves a dreamer. 'Tis better to give ...
the gift of an education. Support the Thurgood Marshall Scholarship Fund
by calling 1-800-444-GIVE to order your cards today.
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JSX2-May t he holiday wishes of
peace, love and harmony
guide us on the path to
goodwill in the coming year,

C'

•
MBX5-Let t he sounds of t he season

TTX9-May the m iracle of love bless
you this ho liday season.

jazz up your holidays
and fill your year with
good cheer.
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JSX1•May the spirit of the holidays inspire everlasting
uniry among all people.
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TMSF Products. P.O. Box 4425 1. Atlanta. GA 30336- 125 1
To order by credit card, please call 1-800-444-G IVE (44113).
Assortme nt Pack- 16 cards/envelopes(4 cards of each srylc) ...X $ 12.00 _
Single Style Pack-1 6 cards/e nvelopes

JSX I
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MIIXS

TTX9 _

__

.................... x $12.00 __ _ _

_

SUBT OTAL (add applicab le sales tax) _.. _ _
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Help Christmas Hollow
Provide Gifts
Another Holiday Season is
coming and community service
organization Christmas Hollow
looks forward to it's joyous
promise of gifts, family and
food. But times have not been
as good for everyone. Have you
asked yourself, "What can I do
about it?"
The Christmas Hollow
f'.rogram has been part of the
~erris Holiday scene for 29
years. Its mission is to make
Christmas happy and bright for
e.very child in Perris by giving
away free toys and candy and a
V:isit and photo with Santa Oaus.
I-lelp make this possible again
this year which has been espetjally challenging for all of us.
: For more information contact
our committee chai rman Don
Wagner 657-2630 or call 9433840 or leave a message.
United Women At Work
Plan National Dinner Day
The Inland Empire United
Women at Work will hold their
" Seventh Annual National
Dinner Day" in behalf of
Southwestern Christian College
of Terrell, Texas Saturday,
November 14, 1992. The dinner
will be held at the San
Bernardino Hilton Hotel, 285 E.
Hospitality
Lane,
San
Bernardino from 2 p.m. to 5
p.m.
· The featured speaker will be
Dr. Jack Evans, President of
Southwestern Christian College.

Musical guests will also be featured. Tickets are $35 for adults
and $25 for children 12 years of
age and under.
For more information call
820-5910.
Santa's Village Has New
Hours
. •Santa's Village located on
·state Hwy. 18 in the Bernardino
Mountains at Skyforest, will be
.open daily beginning Nov .. 7
;and continuing on this schedule
'January 3 (closed Christmas
day). Hours are: 10 a.m. to 5
.p.m. General admission price:
'(3 yrs through adults) $9.50;
:Seniors: (65 yrs and older)
$4.50; Children two years and
under are free.
Call 337-2481 for more information.

.•
(
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tu ~ fr,;~161rl'~~i:t:ro~1-~-ho~:'.\w:~·
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have .sev~ral 'pos,itive ,ypµtl]
des.e,~ing·~f<thi.s ry?ggr;1si[,j>· i

.:lf{f9u (~{f6~,.Qf\~:.Y'.~~A~.
tion

person .deserving ·()f .recogniin";bne <>f.the foll,owiQ9Jor
~reas":·· 'Coi:pn:iunity ?'efyide;
Perf<>nping ·arts, Academic,
or . '· · •·• )Y .. Qufstanding
AchievemShtt 'Please' call
Billy John~On at (71 ~)' 88.90506 and a·nominationJorrn
mbe sentfo you,.... .
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Students Beat The Odds

eanni Grooms of San the award for their ability to
Andreas High School succeed and stay in school,
is San Bernardino despite serious obstacles.
City Unified School Jeanni will join four other
st ict's "Beat the Odds" finalists at a reception and
winner for 1992.
show in October which will
High school students be hosted by celebrities and
throughout
Southern sponsored
by
the
Council's
California are nominated for Achievement

J

Children's Defense Fund.
During the ceremony, held
at Sony Pictures Studios in
Culver City, she will be given
a $1,000 cash award, along
with other gifts and
recognition.
San Andreas principal, ·
Margaret Hill, nominated
Jeanni as a worthwhile
candidate for beating the.
odds. Jeanni says the
turnaround in her life-her
return to school at age
16--was because Hill, her

principal, cared. "If it wasn't
for her, I don't know where
I'd be right now."
Jeanni had dropped out of
school following the ninth
grade. Within a four-year
period she had lost five close
members of her family. Her
father had been shot and
killed, and her mother had
succumbed to cancer. Hill
learned of Jeanni's dilemma
and slowly coerced her to
enroll at San Andreas.
Principal Hill is quick to a~d

that Jeanni hasn't m1ssed a
day of school since March
1991." She volunteers hours
in the school's office tutoring
students in record keeping
and has also volunteered her
services
to
the
San
Bernardino County Credit
Union.

She plans to go to Valley
College when she graduates
and study nursing. Her longterm goal is to become an
obstetrician.

Community Action Expands
Focus On Minority Male Youth

The

HIGHLAND PLACE MOBSTERS (R TO L): Boo Boo,
Dallas Austin, Maniac and Elocc. Austin Is brother to
ABC member Gen. Austin.

Highland Place Mobsters
Revolutionize Hip Hop
of the house the fellas lived
in when working on the
album. Austin said the house
barely had furniture "we
slept on floors and all sorts of
plde te _..., ltlaek ---••
crazy things happened at that
BY BILLY .JOHNSON .Dl.
house." Because it was in a
white neighborhood where
tone o'clock I'm all their neighbors weren ' t
still waiting for too excited about Blacks,
my
scheduled they sometimes had to Qeal
11 :30 call from with neighbors shouting
Dallas
Austin,
super "Turn down that music you
producer of ABC, Boys II @#$." Austin said they used
Men, TLC, Highland Place experiences like those as
Mobsters and
motivation
when making
more. So when
"... it is a lot easier the album.
we
finally
Austin
hooked up I
for white artists
talked about
joked about my
to get airplay on their song
wait.
Austin
"Dirt Road
Black stations
apologized and
White Girl"
said he spent than it is for Black that deals with
the night in the
the Good 2
artists."
studio
(the
Go's
and
- Dallas Austin
usual way he
Marky Mark's
creates his hits)
of the music
working on a new group industry who are white artists
"Yall So Stupid" who should capitalizing in a black art
be out now. He says this form. Austin says it bothers
group is way out. They ride him because it is a lot easier
skateboards, chill and used to for artists like these to get
sell t-shirts to make money. airplay on Black stations than
Sounds kinda crazy so we'll it is for Black artists. In the
song
Highland
Place
see in a little bit.
This is only one of the Mobsters(HPM) basically
coals this 22 year old seems suggest these types of
groups stop trying to act
to be tossing into the fire.
Austin is also a member Black and just be themselves.
HPM's album combines
of a group Highland Place
Mobsters who are currently hip hop, gospel and funk
rocking the clubs with their overtones. So the songs
dope cut "Let's Get reflect several different feels.
NAKED."
If it is Their serious street mentality,
they
term
imaginable, Austin said they what
toned down the original "revolutionary street music"
version of the song for radio. is generated as Manic and
The title alone is wild, I can't Elocc sing the kind of lines
imagine what could have you hear hard core rappers
rapping. Though everything
been worse.
Austin joined this group bumps, its sometimes funny
instead of just playing the to hear them singing what
background
producer appears to be a sweet love
because "it meant a lot to song (the music is nice and
me," he said. The guys have slow, and the singing style is
been together for five years sweet and soft) then BAM!
trying to make it happen. You notice the words: "I
Before Austin began getting don 't need no dirt road white
his first real production jobs, girls," in Dirt Road White Girl
(Joyce Fenderella Irby's Mr. and "Ma said if they hit me just
knok
they
@#$"
DJ featuring Dougie Fresh to
being its first) Austin, Boo in Ma Said.
"17 46DCGA30035" is
Boo, Elocc and Maniac sorta
went their separate ways. another one of this years
But once Austin began great albums containing
rolling in the dough, he several sure jams. I haven't
called them up to start hear too much of their stuff
working on their hip hop on the radio, but don't let that
R&B
album, stop you from picking it up,
especially if you like their
"1746DCGA30035."
"1746DCGA30035" is debut single "Let's Get
mobster code for the address Naked."

A

Riverside County
Department of Community
Action (DCA) has been awarded
$18,600 from the Federal
Department of Health and
Human Services to sponsor two
conferences on problems facing
local minority male youth. The
two conferences will be held at
the University of California,
Riverside in 1993. According to
DCA Director, Lois J. Carson,
"the conferences are an outgrowth of a successful DCA
sponsored initiative in 1991
called The Endangered Black
Male Youth, An Imperative for
Action".
Another result of DCA's
Endangered Black Male Youth
initiative is an on-going tutorial
program
called
Project
F.R.E.S .H.
(Fostering,
Rewarding, Educating and
Supporting Humanity). Project

F.R.E.S.H. provides adult male
volunteers who meet regularly
with fifth and sixth grade students at Emerson Elementary
School to provide tutoring,
encouragement and support as
well as to serve as role models
for youth at risk of becoming
involved with gangs, drugs and
truancy.
The DCA has also been selected by the National Association
of Community Action Agencies
to sponsor a separate minority
male forum in order to construct
a policy agenda for Riverside
County's African American and
Hispanic Men. The meeting,
called Minority Males Charette,
will bring minority males ages
18 to 35 together with specialists
of state, local and federal agencies to talk about health, education, businesses, the criminal justice system and family values.
The dates for the meeting, one of
four held across the nation, is
May 15-16, 1993.

The name "Charette" is an old
architectural term referring to
critiques of projects. · According
to Dr. Leroy Durham, the
Director of Education for the
National Association of
Community Action Agencies,
"we see this as a beginning
because if we can get the directors and the recipients together
and get them dialoguing, we can
do something."
The national organization is
overseeing the project, which is
paid for by a $54,000 grant from
The Office of Community
Services of the Federal
Department of Health and
Human Services.
Riverside is one of four cities
where the meetings will take
place. The other three are:
Waterloo, Iowa; New Haven,
Conn.; and Baltimore.
Community Relations Office •
3600 Lime St., Suite 714 ,
Riverside, CA 92501

saved these

Bill Nave

kids from drouming, but he's
not a lifeguard.
Verleeta Wooten found
J several new stars,

but

she's not an astronomer.

And Ivan Neal put out
a lot of fires, but he's
'

not a firefighter.
These are teachers. But to the
kids they reach, they' re heroes.

BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO.
Call 1-800-45-TEACH.
r.11!!1

A Put>IIC Bervicl ct

~~ Thit PubUcaUon

Photos: Robin Sachs

Reach for the Power

TEACH

lll<INff'IIC.Wff.tCIDI,"'-
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Moreno Valley Residents Upset With Government Waste
She was paid, $1,000 a month
for 5 months and sought
$25,000 more in Redevelopment
funds to do a low-income housing study.
Seeking city funds for a
group from which she was
receiving compensation exposed
her " to both criminal and civil
liabilities for violation of the

A

n official of the Black
Civic Association of
Moreno Valley, Juanita Barnes,
said she is mad as fire at the city,
for wasting $125,000 on a
"Party", which was suppose to
raise money for a Children's
Museum. The Moreno Valley
Civic Association Assistance
Corporation, a non-profit group
was created by the city to promote and finance civic activities. Barnes said, "We have been
in this city promoting it and the
rich cultural diversity for years.
We have asked for help for our
toy give-away for .children. We
have held a successful job fair, a
scholarship program, a Black
• Tie Art cultural event and we
~ have a Black History program,
• 1 but the city doesn't even want us
JJ •• J
· to use a park for that event. The
,;, . Health Department will not
3•• ·'allow us to serve soul food."
9
~' She continued by asking the
; / question, "How can we serve
., pre-packaged Soul Food? "
' .J
"Most upsetting to me is__the
Jr
<:i'_ .city created $125,000 for noth-: / ing worthwhile, while we were
"; 0.,.. trymg
•
to sell c akes, and barbeli'-' cue dinners," she said. The organizers said it was good for the
. i .city; $14,641 spent on catering,
;. $2,100 for decorative masks,
1
·
$2,2550 for comedians and
m~'mimes, $2,081 for crystal
?:'. awards given to top donors,
i~•. $1,601 for invitations, $1,200
1
" for floral arrangements, $3,000
(l

2"i I

,;~~Together We
Can

Political Reform Act," reported lation. Black's in Ute city are too our city. This was a blatant case
the Press Enterprise. Gallant busy being "crabs in a barrel" of misuse of public funds. We .
said attorneys advised her that says, Barnes, "we need to work want an investigation and a full :
'
her salary did not present a con- together, stop putting each other report.
Barnes is requesting anyone
flict of interest, because it was a down, and look at what is hapnonprofit organization.
pening with our tax dollar, with- who wants to help to raise·
Barnes says, all this is hap- out our pennission." I'm not the funds, or obtain a celebrity or
pening in a city that has a siz- only one who is angry, but we anything to help with the Black '
able minority population. Blacks hope people will wake up and History celebration, call (714) '
make up 18% of the city's popu- see how we do not benefit from 242-7375.

· A Mobile Pet Groomer Has Arrived In
The Inland Empire!
Juanita Barnes
for the speaking fee of Joan
Mondale, wife of the 1984 presidential candidate, $984 of her
air fare and $690 for a limousine
to pick Mondale up at Ontario
International Airport. The
limousine service threw in a second limo for the organization's
board members. The party
cleared $3,000. "We still don't
have any seed money for the
museum," said Barnes.
The $125 ,000 was never
approved by the city council,
which is probably illegal according to a memorandum from the
City Attorney Edward Duddy.
The officers of the group are
David Dixon, a fonner city manager, and former council members Denise Lanning and J.
David Horspool. They then
hired the city finance director
Marie Gallant to keep the books.
centered that they make the
material things of life their god,
they are doomed to failure.
Knowledge will not make a
person happy unless they use
that knowledge to help others.

M

arcia Hill and her
daughters, Cheryl
and Gale, have
embarked on a new adventure.
After serving the pet loving
population for over 25 years in
both Los Angeles and Oran.8e
Counties, this famous family of
Professional Groomers has
taken their talent to the streets
of the Inland Empire.
Marcia Hill, President of a A
Mobile Pet Groomer, has devel-

Marcia HIii in action, grooming a poodle In front of onlookers.

We cannot afford to take the

attitude of superiority toward
those less fortunate, or haven't
had the educational opportunities many of us have . It is our
duty, when requested or there is
a need, to pass on that knowl% edge that will be of benefit to
"'% · those who are in need and want
~ to learn more about themselves.
Life is, or should be, the sharing
By Charles Ledbetter
Let Us Work Together: The of the good things with our felelection is over now and we lowman. Real joy is in the givhave in office the candidates ing; however since we cannot
that the people wanted. Now give what we do not possess, we
we can forget our differences must gain knowledge, feel loved
and think about the future. The and share that love with our
future is our children, they are society.
Are we giving God a chance
the future . So let's you and I
to
bring
love to this world. The
become a team for freedom,
God
I
know
is not a vengeful
peace, happiness and love. That
God.
He
is
a
loving father and
is what America is all about, the
we
are
all
His
children. He
real America.
As long as we live in a soci- wants everyone to be happy and
ety that has no respect for self have plenty of what it takes to
there. will never be respect for live a complete, productive life.
others. The TV set is the train- "In oneself lies the whole world,
ing vehicle that is viewed each and if you know to look and
day in our homes. There are learn, then the door is there and
very fine programs presented the key is in your hand.
that seem to be concerned with Nobody on earth can give you
the future of our youth. We either that key or the door to open
have new people in office now, except yourself." The Key is
what can we do about it? What your belief in God."
\ will it take?
Moving on in 1992: election
All the money in the world
will not buy what we need. day, Nov. 3, 1992 is a day that
When a person becomes so self- will be remembered as the day

oped the Groom Perfect method
ot pet styling. She used her
years of experience as a
Certified Master Groomer, Dog
Grooming Contest Judge,
Instructress in Dog Grooming
for the Hacienda/La Puente
Adult Education Program and
as an entrepreneur to perfect her
method of pet styling.
"We bring our service to you!
That's what people love about a
A Mobile Pet Groomer. Their

•

that the citizens of Moreno
Valley demonstrated their love
for the freedom we can e~perience only in America. The concerned citizens of Moreno
Valley went to the polls and by
their vote demonstrated that
they are not looking at the color
of a person's skin when they
vote, but how best an individual
can serve their children on the
Moreno Valley School Board of
Education.
When we take time to think
about it, of the five Black
candidates for the School
Board, three of them were
in
the top five spots. Mrs. Burks
won a seat on the Board
and I feel that she will be a
delightful person to work with.
She will bring some fresh ideas
to the Board and I am sure Bob
Lee, Superintendent will appreciate them. Frank West was in
first place, Mrs. Burks was second,. Tracey Vackar, Kelly
Guillum and I will welcome
them with open arms. We are
looking forward to a 1992-93
school year that will be an outstanding success.

.

•
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Marcia HIii and her daughters Cheryl and Gale.
pets get individualized attention able in a storefront.
"Our goal is to provide our
in our custom van right in front
of their own home. The average clients with great quality and
appointment takes about an care in familiar surroundings
hour and the customer is wel- each and every time".
A Mobile Pet Groome
comed to watch!"
The company uses environ- serves most areas in the Inland
mentally friendly shampoos and Empire. To make an appointrinses made by KELCO and ment or just request informaoffers all of the services avail- tion, call (714) 488-01215 .

'

\.

Mrs. Burks will bring much
needed parent involvement program to the Moreno Valley
School District.

·------------------------------------.
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-- Tell Us What You Think --- How Can We Improve Our Quality --- What's Important To You -Black Voice News:
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: Ford Flashes New Mercury Lineup

,F

ord Probe, Mercury
Villager, Lincoln
Mark VIII and Ford
Ranger head a
strong and varied

~incoln Mark VIII, which
will be introduced on Dec. 26, is

an all-new version of LincolnMercury's flagship. With
futuristic styling and a dramatic

wrap-around interior, it will
have world-class ride and
handling.
The newly restyled Ford
Ranger will help strengthen

world.
These, and the other
vehicles described in this
material, will help solidify
Ford's reputation as an
American producer of worldclass cars and trucks.
Please let us know if we
may be of additional help. _The
names and telephone numbers of
Ford contacts are provided on
the releases and photos. We'd
also welcome your feedback on
our 1993 product information
materials.

...._..
''

1993 MERCURY VILLAGER - The 1993 Mercury VIiiager Is Lincoln-Mercury's first ever

··entry Into the popular minivan market. The VIiiager Is available In two models, the GS
.~nd LS. VIiiager's front-wheel-drive powertraln teams an overhead camshaft 3.0-llter V-6
~quentlal
Electronic Fuel Injection engine with a four-speed, overdrive transaxle.
,.,.
,!ineup of Ford and Lincoln·Mercury cars and Ford light
·µucks for the 1993 model year.
'fhe enclosed information
"A Lay - Shepherding
'. ~rovides details.
Ministry Fulfilling The
Ford Probe's bold new "cabNeeds Of Our Listeners"
·Torward design" is married to
carefully
engineered
'.-performance and handling
KPRO 1570 AM
, characteristics. The result is a
·sporty coupe that will build on
~the success of the original Probe
Saturday, 6 PM-9PM
;mtroduced in 1988.
(714) 684-7017 or
.. The
front-wheel-drive
: Mercury Villager is an Josephine Birdsong-Lacey
·aerodynamic minivan which
, combines the ride and quality of
•a Mercury with the versatility of
,:.j l ~an.
\.

Jhe besttires at the best
price & the best service

Guaranteed*

Voices In Praise

·

James White, President
The best prices on the best tires with
the best service guaranteed? Its all alt
my Goodyear Certified Auto Service
Centers,
So the next time your car needs
service or repair- Come see us.
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• Resurlace/drums/roton

drivuxles
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•·A~ust and road test
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•_Dra,n
oil & replace ~to 51 1-8Q0-69-11RE1
QtJ/3 Owt

d • FR~E-12~ vehicle
Most cars an . • ,nspectJon
per axel. • inspect calipers, Wheel
light1rucks • FREE-4 lire rotation
I Brake Special
C)'inders & hydraulics I I Lube Oil & Filter • lnsta!I newfilte'.

• lubricate chass,s
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• Repack beanngs on non
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ORANGE SHOW LINCOLN MERCURY
.\

As About Our
Nationwide
Service

Warranty

G00d year C ertIfIed A UtO
Service Centers Inland

Empire Tire, Inc.

VW

\
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HUNTING FOR THE BEST VALUE?
CATCH THIS MERCURY COUGAR LS
NOW AT
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$14,999
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The 92 Cougar offers looks and distinctive style
and is also a terrific value! Because with this special
short-time offer you can catch many luxury features
for a lot less than Cougar's nearest competitor.
,

:, STANDARD FEATURES
. •.·, •3.8 V-6 engine
;.~. •Automatic overdrive transmission
, -, •Air conditioner
· c., •Power front disc/rear drum brakes
'°' •Front and rear stabilizer bars
1
r- •Interval windshield wipers
c ::; •Tinted ~ass

•Is• aluminum wheels
•AM/FM stereo cassette radio
•Power driver's seat
•Electric rear window defroster
•Speed control
•Tilt steering wheel
•Power lock/light groups
•And much more!

Total vehial and options' ·
18,319
Less California discountl
1,500
Less option pac~ discount' - - - - - - 850
Less dealer discount
1,970
Your prict'

14,999

HURRY, THIS CAT MOVES FAST!
. '<,,>

ORANGE SHOW LINCOLN MERCURY
1600 CAMINO REAL
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92408
714-889-3514
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Classifieds & Legals
The Black Voice News

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following penon(s) Is
(are) doing business u
SOUTHLAND
CONSULTANTS
9990 Indiana Ave. #2
Riverside, CA 92503

·inland
Empire
Houses For
Sale

,
I

I,

CHRISTOPHER J, PUMA
8214 Camella Dr.
Riverside, CA 92504
This business Is conducted by
an Individual.
ls/Christopher J. Puma
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on 1009192
The flllng of this statement
does not Itself authoriJJe the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on 10/29192
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the orlglnal
statement on file In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE No.927790
p/ll/5112/19/26/']1.
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as
UNIQUE ATIORNEY
SERVICES
12092 Calle Som bra
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
MARGARET LANIER
SNODDY
12092 Calle Som bra
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business Is conducted by
an Individual.
ls/Margaret Lanier Snoddy
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names llsted above on NIA.
The flllng of this statement
does not Itself authori:r.e the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In vlolatlon or
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on 11/2/92
1 hermy certify that this copy
Is a cornet copy of the orlglnal
statement on file In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk FILENo.927851
p/ll/5112/1926/92

I

One Regional
Compliance Manager
position for San Ber.
and Riv. Counties
$3, 125-$3,750 per
month.
Two County Facilitator
positions
$3,000- $3,333 per
month.
10 mo. positions, Dec.
1992 thru Sept. 1993.
All three positions
require knowledge of
Part H requirements,
three
years
experience with early
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I want a year's
subscription
(Bill Me)

1

Enclosed is a d'led<
for $32.33 for a 1
year's subsription

I
I
I

_________ ...
(Middle I.)

l(First)

l<Address)

(Last)

(Phone #) -

I

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is

(are) doing business as
D & R DISTRIBUTORS

WE DON'T GO HOME
AT FIVE

6069 Del Ray Court
Riverside, CA 92506
DAVID A. FLETCHER
6069 Del Ray Court
Riverside, CA 92506
RENA M. FLETCHER
6069 Del Ray Court
Riverside, CA 92506
This business Is conducted by
an Individuals - Hband and

Wife.
ls/David A. Fletcher
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on 10/09/92.
The flllng of this statement
does not Itself authori:r.e the
use In this state or a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on 10/27/92
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE No.927710
p/10/29/,1115/12119192
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as
EASON ENTERPRISING
MERCHANDISE CO.
1518 Border Avenue -C
Corona, CA 91720-4705

Americans can enjoy a peaceful evening at home because our armed forces
guarantee that peace. All around the globe, at sea and ashore, men and women
of the US. Navy are working hard to safeguard your tomorrow. They're
protecting you, representing you, and making you proud of your country.

IT'S YOUR NAVY.
J)
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Intervention services
LAKEVIEW
HELP
and
agencies.
$229,000 - Custom
Effective supervision,
home 2,900 + sq ft, 3
WANTED
collaboration, oral and
bdrm, 2 bath, 3
skills.
fireplaces, private
*AIRLINE JOBS* writing
patio with spa, office
Flight attendants & Bachelor degree.
and study, horse
Other Occupations.
Airlines now hiring. Manager must be able
property. Ask for
Call 1-800-998-0720. to Interpret and apply - - - - - - - • 1 Beverly (714) 780Ext. A2000 CA.
Part H regulations and
1633.
to coordinate a two
PERRIS
county effort. Master
MEDICAL
FIRST TIME
$89,5001992 sq. ft., 5
degree
preferred.
Diamond Health Care
bdrm 1 3/4 bath,
BUYERS
seeking RN'S, CNA's,
LVN's, Home Health Prefer Facilitators family room with Buying a home can be
fireplace,
family a scary process. I'd
Aides (714) 274 - 9513. who are bl-lingual.
kitchen.
llke
to
share
Information regarding
Call Inland Counties
real estate. Being
MORENO VALLEY
Health
Systems
PSYCHIATRIC Agency at 714/787- $112,900 - excellent educated and having
6500 for an apllcatlon condition, manicured an understanding of
ABUSE OF
and job description. yard, 1100 sq ft. 3 the market and Loan
INSURANCE Close date, Nov. 11. bdrom 1 3/4 bath , Process will give you
seller offers buy a foundation for
EOE
FRAUD!
making good solid
down.
Anyone
having
decisions regarding
knowledge of abuse
your future. There wlll
RIVERSIDE
or fraudulent bllllng
$158,000 - Foreclosure be no obligation or
practices at local
only
- need quick sale, 1/2 pressure,
~
psychiatric facllltles
acre horse property, conversation. Please
or private Institutions
I_
1700 sq ft. 4 bdrm 1 Call Beverly at 780·- call
citizens
3/4 bath, fam room 1633.
commission
on
~
with fireplace. Needs
human rights at 1-80().
TLC.
APARTMENT
869-CCHR Now.
~ .
FOR RENT
$225,000 - 1 acre $1000 move In fee & 1
INDIVIDUALS
~
horse property 2,500 mo. free rent w/ 1 yr.
WITH
sq ft. - custom home 4 lease 889-4711.
DISABILITIES ACT
~
bdrm 2 1/2 bath, fam
Part H: infants
room with fire place,
Support Our
and toddlers age
kitchen with nook,
Advertisers
0-3
fenced.

>

BERT HA L. EASON
1518 Border Avenue -C
Corona, CA 91720-4705
This business Is conducted by
an Individual.
ls/Bertha L. Eason
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on 11/05/92
The flllng orthls statement
does not itself authori:r.e the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on 10/22/92
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE No.927648
/pllM9/,11/5lll/19192
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person{s) Is {are)
doing business as
TELL COMPUfER
3243 Arlington Ave, # 176

...

.Riverside, CA

92506

DEBBIE YBARRA
2662 Orange Sl
Riverside, CA '2503
This business Is conducted by
an lndlvldual.
ls/Debbie Ybarra
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the fie.
tltlous business name or names
llsted above on8/12/92
The ftllng of this statement
does not Itself authorize the use
In this state of a fldJtlous busl•
ness name In violation of the
rights or al}other under feller•
al, state, ot common law (sec.
14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on 10/29192
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the orlglnal
statanent 1111 me In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE No.92m5
p/U/5112/19/26/92
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following penon(s) Is
(are) doing business as
CALIXCOUSA
13812 Magnolia Av
Corona, CA 91719
FIDA UL HAO
3220 Walllngham Dr.
Riverside, CA 92503
NUSRATJHAO
3220 Walllngham Dr.
Riverside, CA 92503
f

SANA UL HAO
4301, La Sierra Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
SHAMIMA NUSRAT HAO
4301 La Sierra Ave
Riverside, CA 92505
This business Is conducted by
anGeneral Partnership.
/s/Flda UI Hao
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names llsted above on 10/271'12
The flllng of this statement
does not Itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In vlolatlon of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 el seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on 10/27/92
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a corred e11py of the original
statement on file In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE No.'27693
/pll0/291,11/5112/19/92
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as
BRISTOL
EQUIPMENT/WEST
B,E/PLASTICS GROUP
2521 Glenbush Cir.,
Corona, CA 91720
RICHARD L. BRISTOL
2521 Glenbush Cir.
Corona, CA 91720
GRACE A. BRISTOL
2521 Glenbush Cir.
Corona, CA 91720
This business Is conducted by
an Individuals • Husband and
Wife.
ls/Richard L. Bristol
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on 9/V77
The flllng of this statement
does not Itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In vlolatlon of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec.14400 et. seq. B& P code)
,,tatement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on 10/27192
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a rorrect copy of the original
statement o• file In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE No.927711
lp/10/291,11/5/12/19192
NOTICE OF PETmON TO
ApM~ISTER ESTATE
OE': TERUKO BARTLETT,
al!IO known as TERUKO M.
BARTLEIT and TERKO M.
BARTLEIT,
CASE NUMBER: 64617
To all hetn, beneficiaries,
creditors, contingent a-editors,
and persons who may be
otherwise Interested In the will
or estate, or both, ofTERUKO
BARTLEIT, also known as
' TERUKO M. BARTLEIT
. and TERKO M. BARTLEIT,
. A PETITION has been flied
Iby: Publk Administrator of
1riverside county In the
: Superior court of Callfornla,
,county of: Riverside
'THE PETITION requests
1that: Public Administrator of
: Riverside County be

: appointed as personal
1representative to administer
1the estate of the decedenl
'THE PETITION requests
: authority to administer the
, estate under the Independent
. Administration of Estates Ad.
, (This authority will allow the
I personal representative to take
1many actions without
, obtaining court approval.
: Before taking certain very
! Important actions, however,

the personal representative
will be required tog give notice
to Interested person unless
they have waived notice or
consented to the proposed
action.) The Independent
administration authority will
be granted unless an Interested
person flies an objection to the
petition and shows good cause
why the court should not grant
the authority.
A HEARING on the petition
will be held on: 11,19-92 at
9:30 A.M. In Dept: 1 locatell
at: 4050 Main Street,
Riverside, CA 92501.
IF YOU OBJECT to the
granting orthe petition, you
should appear at the hearing
and state your objections or
file written objections with the
court before the hearing. Your
appearance may be In person
or by your attorney.
IF YOU ARE A CREDITOR
or a contingent creditor of the
deceased, you must flle your
dalm with the court and mall
a copy to the personal
representative appointed by
the court within four months
from the date fl flst Issuance
or letters as provided In
section 9100 or the Callfornla
Probate Code. The time for .
flllng claims will not expire
before four months from the
hearing date noticed above.
YOU MAY EXAMINE the flle
kept by the court. If you are a
person Interested In the estate,
you may file with the court a
formal Request for Special
Notice of the filing ofan
Inventory and appraisal of
estate assets or of any petition
or account as provided In
section 1250of the Callfomla
Probate Code. A Request for
Special Notice form Is
available from the court clerk.
Attorney for petitioner:
SWARNER & FITZGERALD
3403 Tenth Street, 7th Floor
P.O. Box Box 827
Riverside, CA 92502
This notke was malled on
October 19, 1992
10122/29/ 11/15192
Notice Is hereby given that the
Perris Union High School
District or Riverside County,
Califom la, acting by and
through Its Governing Board,
hereinafter referred to as the
District, will receive up to, but
not later than 2:00 p.m. rA the
16th day of December, 1992,
sealed bids for the award of a
contract for the construction

or:

Bid No. 92-93:1
Paloma Valley High School •
Earthwork and Off-Site
Improvements: 31375 Bradley
Rd., Menifee, CA '12584
The project has a goal of 15%
Minority Business Enterprise
(MBE)and5%
WomenBuslness Enterpreise
(WBE) participation per OLA
requlrments. All bids Shall be
made on a bid form furnished
by the District.
A mandatory pre-bid
conference wlll be held
Wednesday, December 2, 1992,
at 9:30 a.m . at the school site,
Bardley Road at Craig
Avenue.
For Information regarding this
project, prospective bidders
are requested to contact Bob
Nelson, Project Architect at
Trlttlpo and Assocates, 2386
Faraday Avenue, Suite 140,
Carlsbad Research Center,
Carlsbad, CA 92008, (619)
9'31-8577.
Bids will be received at the
District Faclliltes Office,
Perris Union High School
District, ll51 North "A"
Str.:et, Perris, CA 92570-1909,
on or before the time and date
stated above. The District
reserves the right to reject any
and all bids.
lp/10/291,11/5/92
SUPERIOR COURT OF
CALIFORNIA, COUNRT OF
RIVERSIDE
FAMILY LAW
EICKHOLT, DONNA L.
PETITIONER
ANTHONY, DAVIE R.
RESPONDENT
CASE NUMBER : D119846
ORDER FOR PUBLICATION
OF SUMMONS OR
CITATION
Upon reading and nllng
evidence consisting of a
declaration as provided In
Section 415.50 CCP by
DONNA L EICKHOLT, and It
satisfactorily appearing
therefrom that the defendant,
respondent, or cltee DAVIE R.
ANTHONY, cannot be served
with reasonable diligence In
any other manner specified In
article 3, Chapter 4, Tltle 5 of
the Code or Clvll Procedure,
and It also appearing from the
verified complaint or petition
that a good cause of action
exists In this action In favor of
the plaintltf, petitioner, or
dtee therein and against the
defendant, respondent, or cltee
and that the said defendant,
respondent, or cltee Is a
necessary and proper party to
the action or that the party to
be served has or claims an
Interest In, real or personal
property In this state that Is
subject to the Jurisdiction or
the Court or the rellef
demanded In the action
consists wholly or In part In
excluding such party from any
Interest In such property:
NOW, on motion of DONNA

L. EICKHOLT, Attoeny(s) for
the Plalntlff(s), Petltloner(s);
or contestant(s) IT IS
ORDERED that the service of
said summons or citation In
this action be made upon said
defendant; that said
~
publication be amde at least
once a week for four
successive weeks.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that a copy of said summons
or citation and of said
complaint or petition In this
action be forthwith deposited
In the U nlted States Post
,
Office, post,pald, directed ~
said defendant, respondent, er
cltee If his address Is
::
ascertained before explratloli
of the time prescribed for ~
publication of this summon
or citation and a dedaratlODof
this amailing or of the fact
that the address was not ,
ascertalnell be flied at the : ,
expiration or the time
!
presalbed for the publlcatlen.
Dated 7/21/92
!
lp/10/291,11/5/12/19192
!
NOTICE OF
"
TRUSTEE'S SALE
T.S. No: 92-0617
Ref.#: 22832
NOTICE
YOU ARE IN DEFAUL.i
UNDER A DEED Of
TRUST, DATED NOVEM·
BER 9, 1979. UNLESS
YOU TAKE ACTION rt)
PROTECT YOlJR PRO!l·
ERTY, IT MAY BE SOLD
AT A PUBLIC SALE. If
YOU NEED AN EXPLA ·
NATION OF THE N ~ ·
TURE OF THE PROCEEl'JING AGAINST YOU, YOU
SHOULD CONTACT~
LAWYER.
On December 3, 1992,11t
10:00 A.M., Armot Corporation, a California CorpG·
ration, as duly appointf\d
Trustee under and pursuant
to Deed of Trust recorded
December 5, 1979, as inst.
No. 258223, in book "·,
page ··, of Official Recorcls
in the office of the Coun!Y
R ecord e r of Riv ers i de
County, State of Calif.ornia.
Executed by Janet Hold·
burg, a widow and Michael
Holdburg and Mary Holg·
burg, husband and wife. -.
Will sell at pubhc auctidn
to highest bidder for cash ·or
cashier's check (payable iii
time of sale in lawful money
of the United States), at ihQ.
Main Street entrance to thd'
County Courthouse, 4054'.
Main Street, R1vers1llet·
California, all nght, t,tle an\!:
interest conveyed to an(i.
now held by it under sai~:
Deed of Trust 1n the proper:•,
ty situated in sard Gou~
and State described as: -.
EXHIBIT "A"
:
That portion of the North
half of the Northwest quar~
ter of Section 28, Township
3 South, Range 5 W es(;
San Bernardino Base an((
Meridian, described as for
lows: Beginning at th~
Northwest corner of th~
Southwest quarter of the
Northeast quarter of thfl
Northwest quarter of said
Section 28; thence Easterly, and parallel with the
Northerly line of sard Seo- .
tion, 260 feet to the tru~
point of beginning; thence
Southerly, and parallel l it •
the Westerly line al
Section, 165 feet; the
:
Easterly, and parallel
,
the Northerly line of saio•
Section, 75 feet; thenct
Northerly, and parallel with
the Westerly line of sai~
Section, 165 feet; thence
Westerly and parallel wittl
the Northerly line of saiU
Section, 75 feet to the tru~
point of beginning. Sai~
property 1s also known ~
Parcel 70, and the West 25
feet of Parcel 69, on AS·
sessor's Map No. 56.
;
The street address and
other common designatior\,
if any, of the real property
described above is purpo'1•
ed to be: 14305 El Mesa
Drive, City of R1versid~.
California 92503.
,
The undersigned Trust~e
disclaims any liability !pr
any incorrectness of t~e
street address and other
common designation, if
shown herein.
;
Said sale will be made,
but without covenant Of'
warranty, express or i111plied! regarding title, po.~
session, or encumbrancel!, .
to pay the remaining prinqc,,
pal sum of the note(s) secured by said Deed ~f
Trust, with interest thereon,
as provided in said note(sj .
advances, if any, under the
terms of said Deed of T ru~ .
fees, charges and expenses
of the Trustee and of th~
trusts created by said Deed
of Trust.
i·
The total amount of ttle
unpaid balance of the ob&gation secured by the proqerty to be sold and reaso1able estimated cos ts, e~•
penses and advances at
the time of the initJal pub6·
cation of the Notice of Sale
is $65,098.60.
i
The beneficiary und~r
said Deed of Trust heretqfore executed and delivere)j
to the undersigned a wrineti
Declaration of Default an~
Demand for Sale, and 13
written Notice of DefauJt
and Election to Sell. The
undersigned caused sa1b
Notice of Default and Eled·
lion to Sell to be recordea
in the county where the real
property is located.
i
Armot Corporation, $
Trustee, By: Calwide Tru~t
Deed Services, Inc. , a~
Agent, 7101 Baird AvenuEl,
Reseda, CA 91335, (81~)
708·881 3, By: Albert Cor.tes, Authorized Signature(
Trustee Sale Officer, Dater:
October 29, 1992, ATS#
03-0562
ASAP661 29
11/5, 11/12, 11 /19
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Veterans From F/P Christ From Page A-7

looked upon as being one in Christ. Jesus in
people.
the military. During "Hire a Veteran Week" In 1991, Matthew chapter (16:13-18), promised to build but
Civil Rights Expanded For Mentally And which Brown and Baker also worked to pass, the one Church. In verse eighteen we do not find him
Physically Disabled
National Football League ran veterans hiring messages sayi~g," I will build ~e Baptist." For John the
Wilson also signed AB I 077 by Assemblyman on scoreboards. Brown and Baker hope for similar Bapnst head we cut off m the fourteenth chapter o :
Bruce Bronzan (D-Fresco). This legislation not publicity this year.
John ~nd, his head ~as bi:ought to one of the :
only brings California law into conformity with
'The enactment of this bill," said Brown is a real Herod1an s daughter m a charger, therefore the ,
the new Americans with Disabilities Act, but also example of how an Individual citizen with a' good idea '.'Baptist Church" is a headless organization. Jesus
extends protection to thousands of physically dis- and a good dose of persistence and energy can make m_ Mall?ew chapter six~n verse eig,?teen sai~ '. 'I
abled Californians not otherwise covered by feder- thing happen in government"
w!ll build m~ C!turch. Th~ word Church, m
al law.
"I think that veterans employment publicity this this sentence m s~?gular me~g one. So how ~an
Protection for mv Positive
year is especially timely,~ said Brown, "because the o?e s~y that all Churches belo_ng to Go? with
Wilson signed legislation to ban discrimination federal government is about to stan a new $1.7 billion diffenng n~es? after Jesus promised to build but ,
against individuals testing positive for the Hi virus, package e of defense conversion programs to help mil- one. What is the name of tha~ one Church? Well let ,
and add "HIV Positive to the list of protected dis- itary personnel and defense Industry employees transi- us come to an understandmg that when Jesus •
abilities covered by the Fair Employment & tion into civilian work."
promised to build but one Church he was talking
Housing Act.
Included in the defense package are programs to abo~t the Churc~ of Christ_ being ~e Body o '
The bill, AB 1286 by Assemblyman John reimburse employers for up to $10,000 fo, the first- Christ. We fi~d this to besom_ Coloss1ans chapter .
Vasconcellos (D-San Jose), also allows a city, year salary costs of military personnel they hire and o~e verses sixteen throug? eighteen, emphases :
county or district attorney which had a local anti- train, and programs to train 1,000 defense personnel as will be place? on verse eighteen. Where Paul '
AIDS/HIV discri);nination unit as of March 1, teachers and provide funding to local school districts says: And he is the head of the body, the Church:
1991. to bring a civil action against an employer, to hire the new teachers.
who _is the ~ginning, ~e first born from th~ dead: '
labor organization or employment agency which is
Brown, a World War 11 veteran, Is a past chairman that_m all things he mig~t have the pre-emmence.
named in a complaint filed by the Department o
of a House Veterans Affairs sub committee and is cur- Nouce that Paul says he is the head of the body the
Fair Employment & Housing.
rently chairman of the House Science Space and Church. This shows that the body is the church
The bill ensures that businesses make reason- Technology Committee
'
'
and the church is the body. So when we talk about ,
able accommodations to the physical disability O
•
the body were just talking about the church.
an applicant or employee, unless the employe cil race, came in a
Alright, in Ephesians chapter four verse four, Paul
New Protections for Pregnant Women
demonstrates that an accommodation would pro- respectable third in
makes mentions of the fact that there is just one ·
The Governor signed AB 2865, also by duce undue hardship on its operations.
the race for the 3rd Ms. McGhee served as the body. We have already read in Colossians that the
Assemblywoman Sperry, which would require
ward. The victory Assistant Area DeveJopment Chur~h refers to body. So when you read
· . employers of 15 or more employees to pride ternOther Legislation
was given to Greg Director of the Los Angeles Ephesians four verse f~ur, you_ can..see th_at the
·' porary transfer rights to a pregnant employee to a
Wilson has also signed SB 1234 by Senator Lefler, who upset office for five years before verse c~,be translated mto saymg, there 1~ one
·: less strenuous or hazardous position for the dura- Charles Cauldron (D-Whittier), which gives the long time incum- being promoted to her current Ch~rc~. You can also do the same with I
tion of her pregnancy if she so requests and if a FEHC authority to assess compensatory damages bent
Judy position. In her new capacity, Connthians chapter twelve verse twelve through
transfer can be reasonably accommodated.
and fines ofup to $50,000 against landlords guilty Nieburger.
she recently spearheaded the fo~rteen. Th~ Church of the first born. We find
State law already covered employers of 5 to 14 of housing discrimination.
In the City of San successful "A MittlltIInmer this to be so m Hebrews chapter twelve verse
-----------------------------...:=:....-.--------------JJacinto, where the Night's Magic," the popular twenty~: To the_general ~sem~ly and church
Elections '92 From F/P District, Sam African American population is less weekend sports benefit hosted of the First-~rn. which are wntte~ !n heayen, and
Knight, Sr. an that 1%, one of the two Blacks, Virgal by Magic Johnson for UNCF. to God the Judge _of all, and to spmts of Just men
In Riverside Mark Takano, won a African American, won, with a 10% Woolfolk, made history as he was elect- She has been instrumental in made perfect. This verse makes reference to the
close race for Congressman in the 43rd margin.
ed to the City Council. Woolfolk, had some of the organization's most, ones who have the accepted new covenant of God
district, he squeaked by Republican
Dr. Hazel Russell, candidate for the the support of Superv isor Kay successful fundraisers, including through baptism. Baptism is what adds an individKen Calvert by 1,234 votes. A defeat Riverside School Board, lost to Ceniceros. It is said the area, was a the Sammy Davis, Jr. Tribute ual to the body of Christ, (Acts 2:41, 47).
In conclusion let me say that the true Church o
for the Democrats was suffered as Jane Kruckenberg and Valdez-Yeager, who, "Sunset area" (no Blacks allowed after and the Muhammad Ali 50th
Camey was edged out by, Republican upset both incumbents Wiley and 6:00 p.m.) Woolfolk, had death threats Birthday Celebration. Both of God is the Church that worships Jesus in spirit and
Ted Wedgeland by only 201 votes.
Myers who have served on the Board made on his li fe, and his signs torn these productions were aired on in truth. (John 4:24). Every one who says that
they are worshipping spirit and in truth are not.
Out in Palm Springs, Attorney Julie for years. This leaves the Board with down, and won in spite of the word on national television.
Her greatest challenge since Because a Church cannot worship God acceptable
Bornstein, won by a narrow margin in two Hispanics and no African the street being no Blacks on the
Council. In spite of the overt racism, coming to UNCF has been to until they follow the Apostles doctrine. There are
the 80th Assembly District.
American members.
An ali who has served several terms
In Moreno Valley, Frank West, and community members said that way of increase the $20,000 a year Los five way which the Apostles worshipped God and
on the Riverside Community College Bernadette Burks, won the School thinking was not in line with the major- Angeles City and Los Angeles they are as follow:
Unified School District camA. Singing, (not Playing, Plucking, Stringing,
Board lost his position, Alan Pauw, Board eiection. Burks becomes the sec- ity of residents and Woolfolk won.
The Rialto City Council race was paigns into the more than Violin, Pianoing, Blowing, and anything else that
who stood against racism on the board ond African American on the Board.
is no longer there. He was replaced by She joins Charles Ledbetter. There was disappointing to many of the 20% plus $500,000 annual campaigns involves instrumental musical).
B. The early Church, (Churches of Christ), also
three women. Of the three Black Voice a field of 23 candidates, 5 of them Blacks in the city. candidate, Deborah they are today . As the Area
endorsed, Grace Slocum, who supports were African Americans, of the 5, 3 Robertson, lost to Barbara " Midge Development Director, one of had teaching. (Colossians 3:17).
Zupanic and Lynn Hirtz. John Ms. McGhee ' s biggest chalC. The early Church, (Churches of Christ), also
the community. She is the head of the were in the top 5 places.
Volunteer Center.
Robert Burks, husband of the mar- Longville was returned to the Mayor's lenges will be to raise six mil took of the Lords supper (Act 2:47, Acts 20:7).
In the Jurupa Unified School ried couple, who ran for the city coun- seat and uncontested African lion dollars over the next year. "This was done every not once a month."
Americans,
Joe
Before coming to the United
D. Collection is another aspect of worship, (II
Sampson,
City Negro College Fund, Ms. Corinthians 9:6-7).
aerk and Treasurer, McGhee worked as a Special
E. The churches of Christ was also admonished
James Hallum both Events Coordinator at the to pray, (I Thessalonians 5:17, James 5:13, 16).
won.
Leukemia Society. She also
Dr. Woods there is more that I need to write
Jim Busby in the taught elementary school for you concerning some other things about the one
City of Victorville , seven years.
true Church but I believe that this is enough for
was the top vote
Ms. McGhee's involvement now. I would like to meet you in person and speak
getter, joining him in community service is very with you. So please give me a call at (714) 877is, Mike Rothschild extensive. She is a member of 5213 or (714) 877-0171. Thank you for reading
and Felix Diaz.
the Inglewood Jack 'n Jill this letter. If any one else has read this letter, or
Chapter, Women of Color, would like to speak with me please feel free to call
Urban League and the Los me or write me at this address:
Support
Angeles Bench and Ba~
Affiliates. She is also a forme
Our
member of the Calvary
Plummer From B-2 I
Advertisers Christian School Board.
Ms. McGhee is married to the, then they have to be TWICE as good. They
Support
Attorney Persnifity McGhee and can't be mediocre, they can't be equal to, they
Our
they have two sons.
have to be BETIER THAN. Regardless of whaf
_a..:.a....i~~_.._. .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.... they say, regardless of anybody, right now, th~
~ --corporations are in the distribution. It doesn't mat,
ter if Spike Lee directs it and Bill Duke produces
it, and say, Ice Cube stars in it and I star in it and
Denzel Washington and Westley Snipes.
Napa, Brent of Washington, D.C., Fred and Myles,
We can all star in the movie and we can have a
both of Norwalk, and Willie, Ruben, Jerry and
Black
director and a Black producer and Black
Byron, all of San Bernardino; three daughters,
executive
producer, we still gotta go to the distribBeverly M artin of Mis-sissippi, Evelyn Margie
ution company to get it distributed. So, there's the
Tahiru of Long Beach and Ida Martin of San
bottomline. It doesn't matter what we do, we still
Bernardino; two brothers, Hasekl and Isam, both
have to go through THEM to get it done. Their
of San Bernardio; two brother three sisters, Annie
going to make most of the money on it. Because
Benford of Seattle, WA, .and Verna Von and Lois
they have the facilities, so we have to be better
Givens, both of Los Angeles; 52 grandchildren;
than. Its IMPERATIVE that we are better than.
and great - grandchildren.
IMPERATIVE.
Visitation will be from 4 to 8 p.m today at
Mark B. Shaw Chapel, 152.5 N. Waterman Ave.,
San Bernardino. Services will be at noon Friday at
New Hope Missionary Baptist Church, 1575 W.
17th St., San Bernardino. Burial',will be at 2:45
p.m. in Staging Area 4, Riverside National
Cemetery, 22495 Van Buren Blvd.
·Everybody's Wearing Them .
•
actual damages and assess fines of up to $25,000
• against the perpetrators of hate violence.
Sexual Harassment
Wilson signed several measures designed to
, prevent sexual harassment in California schools
and universities.
SB 1930, by Senator Gary Hart (D-Santa
Barbara), would add sexual harassment to the list
of causes for the suspension or expulsion of a student Current law prohibit such discrimination, but
provides no punishment when the person causing
the harassment is a student.
AB 2900 by Marguerite Archive-Hudson (DLos Angeles), addresses the problem of sexual
harassment in schools by requiring every educa· tional institution to have a policy on sexual harassment and to make that policy known to all students.
In addition, Wilson signed AB 2264 by
Assemblywoman Jackie Sperry (D-South San
Francisco), requiring employers to post prominently in the workplace an infonnation sheetavailable
from the Department of Fair Employment and
Housing that outlines the defines sexual harassment, explains employer liability, describes the
, complaint procedure and outlines available reme· dies.

Herndon From F/P
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This is a tough problem even for bright kids.
It's not math or science that's keep ing b righ t
kids out of co llege. It's home economics. That's
w h y giving to the United Negro College Fund
is so important.
.
As the most experienced source in provid ing
general operating support for historically black

colleges, we've enabled thousands of deserving
students to get a quality education.
But your help is still urgently needed. Without you this problem has no solution . Send
your don ation to: UNCF, 500 E. 62 nd Street,
New York , NY 10021.

UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND

AMind Is ATerrible Thing To Waste.
, . A Public Serv,ce of
T h,s Publicatoon

~\'J

Motown in yo~ Town
Enjoy! Listen! ll<emember! ll<ecapture
Motown with the Links. Inc.
5aturday. ~ovember ~-4. ~~~l
from 7:30 p.m. to midni4?ht

Hurry Up And
Reserve Your
Space For
Next Week's
Paper. For
Prices And
Deadline
Information
Call (714) 682-

6070.

f or more info call J>hyllis at ~-46 - ~-4~~
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